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LIGHT FROM UNCOMMON
STARS
Ryka Aoki

Tor, September 2021
Praise for LIGHT FROM UNCOMMON STARS:
“Light from Uncommon Stars is so much wilder and more beautiful and sweeter
than I could ever have expected.”
—Charlie Jane Anders, author of The City in the Middle of the Night

Good Omens meets The Long Way to a Small, Angry Planet in Ryka Aoki's
Light From Uncommon Stars, a defiantly joyful adventure set in
California's San Gabriel Valley, with cursed violins, Faustian bargains, and
queer alien courtship over fresh-made donuts.
Shizuka Satomi made a deal with the devil: to escape damnation, she must
entice seven other violin prodigies to trade their souls for success. She has
already delivered six.
When Katrina Nguyen, a young transgender runaway, catches Shizuka's ear with her wild talent, Shizuka can almost feel
the curse lifting. She's found her final candidate.
But in a donut shop off a bustling highway in the San Gabriel Valley, Shizuka meets Lan Tran, retired starship captain,
interstellar refugee, and mother of four. Shizuka doesn't have time for crushes or coffee dates, what with her very soul on
the line, but Lan's kind smile and eyes like stars might just redefine a soul's worth. And maybe something as small as a
warm donut is powerful enough to break a curse as vast as the California coastline.
As the lives of these three women become entangled by chance and fate, a story of magic, identity, curses, and hope begins,
and a family worth crossing the universe for is found.
Category
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:

Science Fiction/Fantasy
Lindsey Hall
Meredith Kaffel Simonoff
Translation
Final Manuscript

Ryka Aoki is the author of Seasonal Velocities, He Mele a Hilo (A Hilo Song), Why Dust Shall
Never Settle Upon This Soul and The Great Space Adventure. She has been honored by the
California State Senate for her “extraordinary commitment to free speech and artistic
expression, as well as the visibility and well-being of Transgender people. Ryka was the
inaugural performer for the first ever Transgender Stage at San Francisco Pride, and has
performed in venues including the San Francisco Pride Main Stage, the Columbus National
Gay and Lesbian Theatre Festival, the National Queer Arts Festival, and Ladyfest South. Ryka
also appears in the recent documentaries “Diagnosing Difference” and “Riot Acts.” She has MFA in Creative Writing from
Cornell University and is the recipient of a University Award from the Academy of American Poets.
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MILK FED

Melissa Broder
Scribner, February 2021

**Television rights optioned to Best Day Ever and ABC Signature Studios,
with Melissa Broder attached to write the pilot and executive produce**
A scathingly funny, wildly erotic, and fiercely imaginative story about food,
sex, and god from the acclaimed author of The Pisces and So Sad Today.
Rachel is twenty-four, a lapsed Jew who has made calorie restriction her religion. By
day, she maintains an illusion of existential control, by way of obsessive food rituals,
while working as an underling at a Los Angeles talent management agency. At night,
she pedals nowhere on the elliptical machine. If being okay can be defined by being
thin, Rachel is content to carry on subsisting—until her therapist encourages her to
take a 90-day communication detox from her mother, who raised her in the
tradition of calorie counting.
Early in the detox, Rachel meets Miriam, a zaftig young Orthodox Jewish woman
who works at her favorite frozen yogurt shop and is intent upon feeding her. Rachel
is suddenly and powerfully entranced by Miriam— by her sundaes and her body, her faith and her family—and as the two grow
closer, Rachel embarks on a journey marked by mirrors, mysticism, mothers, milk and honey.
Pairing superlative emotional insight with unabashed vivid fantasy, Broder tells a tale of appetites: physical hunger, sexual
desire, spiritual longing, and the ways that we as humans can compartmentalize these so often interdependent instincts. Milk
Fed is a tender and riotously funny meditation on love, certitude, and the question of what we are all being fed, from one of our
major writers on the psyche—both sacred and profane.
Category
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:
Sold to:

Literary Fiction
Tamar McCollum
Meredith Kaffel Simonoff
UK & Translation
Final PDF
Ullstein (German), Modernista (Swedish), Editions Christian Bourgois (French),
Bloomsbury UK, Eksmo (Russian)

ALSO AVAILABLE:
THE PISCES, Hogarth 2018/2019 (see full listing in Recently Published)
Sold to:
Bloomsbury (UK), Ullstein Buchverlage (German), Modernista (Swedish), Exmo Publishers (Russian),
Editions Christian Bourgois (French), Dereta (Serbian), Sola Publishing (Turkish)

**Claire Foy to star in adaptation of Melissa Broder’s The Pisces; Gillian Robespierre will direct**
SO SAD TODAY, Grand Central, 2016
Sold to:
Scribe (UK), Daidalos (Swedish), Luciole (Korean), Alba (Spanish), Editions de l’Olivier (French), Sola
Publishing (Turkish)

Melissa Broder is the author of the novel The Pisces, the essay collection So Sad Today and four
poetry collections, including Last Sext. Her poetry has appeared in POETRY, The Iowa Review, Tin
House, Guernica, and she is the winner of a Pushcart Prize for poetry. She has written for The New York
Times, Elle.com, VICE, Vogue Italia, and New York Magazine’s The Cut. She lives in Los Angeles.
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Praise for MILK FED:
The #1 February 2021 Indie Next List Pick
An Apple Best Book of February
One of Publisher Weekly’s Top 10 Literary Fiction Books for 2021
One of Vogue,com’s Best Books to Read in 2021
One of New York Times’s 13 New Books to Watch for in February
A Belletrist Pick for February
A New York Times Editors’ Choice/Staff Picks from the Book Review
A Most Anticipated Novel for 2021:
* Oprah.com * The Rumpus * Hey Alma * The Week *
"As in her terrific first novel, The Pisces (2018), spell-caster Broder guides readers through this seriously tender tale of
transformation with seamless humor and staggering smarts: it contains multitudes. An empathic, enrapturing, unputdownable
novel of faith, sex, love, and nurture…. HIGH-DEMAND BACKSTORY: Twitter star and prize-winning novelist Broder is in
the fiction hot zone."
—Booklist, Starred Review
“Bold, wry, and delightfully dirty… Broder is a formidable writer. She captures all the sticky sweetness, the pleasurable tensions
between yearning and satiation… a sad, funny romp about learning to let yourself want what you want.”
—Kirkus
“Broder (The Pisces) delivers a bittersweet and erotic account of a woman’s intertwining relationship to food, her mother, and
her sexuality…. With luscious descriptions of delectable foods and fantastical romps through Rachel’s imagination, the novel
oscillates between serious and playful, obsessive and free, and explores the difficulties of loving oneself in a world that prizes
thinness above all else. This poignant exploration of desire, religion, and daughterhood is hard to resist.”
—Publishers Weekly
“MILK FED bravely questions the particularly female lionization of thin and loathing of fat, landing on fresh
explanations…deliciously droll… ultimately, MILK FED is a celebration of bodily liberation and the ways we keep ourselves
chained to others’ ideas of whom and what we ought to look like and long for.”
—The New York Times
“With hints of Jami Attenberg’s mishpucha and spiced with Jennifer Weiner’s chutzpah, it is graphic, tender and poetic. Melissa
Broder’s approach is perfectly sautéed lesbianism, a rom-com that turns serious…. For those who enjoyed Broder’s The Pisces,
much of Milk Fed will be welcome in its familiarity. But this is an even better book that’s enhanced by its Jewishness, its ripeness,
its dreams.”
—BookPage, Starred Review
“Delectable…Broder’s second novel combines her singular style with adventures of the calorie- and climax-filled kind,
sumptuous fillings surrounded by perfectly baked plot.”
— The Washington Post
“Off the success of her 2018 debut novel, The Pisces, author and Twitter sensation Melissa Broder has crafted a dizzily
compelling story of love, lust, addiction, faith, maternal longing, and...frozen yogurt…. Broder’s sex writing is, as always, firstrate, but perhaps even more striking is her ability to lay bare the frantic interior calculus of disordered eating alongside the
hypnotic pull of spirituality. This isn’t a book to pick up casually, particularly if you’ve struggled with food issues, but it will
linger with you long after you’ve finished the final page.”
—Vogue.com, Best Books to Read in 2021
“A revelation... Melissa Broder has produced one of the strangest and sexiest novels of the new year... exhilarating.”
—Entertainment Weekly
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“The raunchy and nihilistic tone of Milk Fed is reminiscent of the works of Miranda July, Chris Kraus and Ottessa Moshfegh,
who've all written love stories more likely to make readers cringe rather than swoon. Like these contemporaries, Broder
expertly unsettles her readers not just by pushing her character to extremes, but by revealing the strikingly reasonable path that
led her there…. This visceral and transporting portrait of self-denial and its twin, excess, sheds light on the psychology
underpinning the American obsession with weight. Daring, chaotic and pleasingly heretical, Milk Fed is the work of a total pro.”
—Shelf Awareness
“Melissa Broder’s Milk Fed is a delicious new novel that ravishes with sex and food…. with humanity, sardonic wit, and [potent]
erotic scenes … Milk Fed vividly evokes the lives of each woman, so that we’re fully invested in them, whether or not they seem
recognizable to us.”
—Boston Globe
“This riot of carnal pleasures will make you laugh as well as gasp…. Broder’s deep delving is leavened by a genuinely hilarious
turn of phrase and a wicked satirical eye that will make you laugh out loud more than you gasp in horror. If, like me, you are an
accidental connoisseur of sexed-up Jewish Orthodox literature, you’ll know what I mean when I say this is Foreskin’s Lament
meets Disobedience. If not, get stuck in and find out. Just don’t forget your napkin.”
—The Times (UK)
“A sensuous and delightfully delirious tale…. Filled with an unadulterated filthiness that would make Philip Roth blush, Broder’s
latest is a devour-it-in-one-sitting wonder.”
—Oprah.com, A Most Anticipated Novel of 2021
“Pairing superlative emotional insight with unabashed vivid fantasy, Broder tells a tale of appetites: physical hunger, sexual
desire, spiritual longing, and the ways that we as humans can compartmentalize these so often interdependent instincts. Milk
Fed is a tender and riotously funny meditation on love, certitude, and the question of what we are all being fed, from one of our
major writers on the psyche—both sacred and profane.”
—Belletrist February Pick
“Milk Fed is a novel of appetites; a luscious, heartbreaking story of self-discovery through the relentless pursuit of desire. I
couldn’t get enough of this devastating and extremely sexy book.”
—Carmen Maria Machado, author of Her Body and Other Parties and In the Dream House
“Sin as self-discovery, appetite as insight, transgression as transformation, Milk Fed is at once hilarious and heartbreaking;
watching Broder's characters try to love themselves might just make you love yourself.... or at least hate yourself a little less."
—Shalom Auslander, author of Mother For Dinner
“Deeply hilarious and embarrassingly relatable.”
—Samantha Irby, author of Wow, No Thank You
“Melissa Broder goes there and goes there again. Milk Fed is a hilarious and painfully accurate excavation of the female self-gaze,
an erotic romp, a hyper witty satire of certain corridors of contemporary American culture and an unstoppable, wickedly
seductive read.“
—Dana Spiotta, author of Innocents and Others
“Milk Fed hits that sweet spot where pleasure and tension intersect, where the sumptuous exploration of sexuality and spirit
meets the rigidities of culture and society. Strange and surreal, Broder's writing is a marvel of wit, heart, and thoughtful curiosity
about the body and mind and how these things can overflow their boundaries to become utterly new."
—Alexandra Kleeman, author of You Too Can Have a Body Like Mine and Intimations
“Smart, funny, sexy, and hard to put down, In this fast-moving, deeply compelling novel, Melissa Broder combines an unexpected
(and very hot) love story with a sharp-edged examination of body image, religion, and cultural identity.”
—Tom Perrotta, author of Mrs. Fletcher
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SUPERDOOM
Selected Poems
Melissa Broder

Tin House Books, August 2021

Praise for Melissa Broder:
“Each line is a little heartbeat hurling down the abyss.”
―Patricia Lockwood
"Her poems eviscerate the reader with their misty and murky charm."
― Dorothea Lasky
"Broder has a virtuosic sense of herself and is able to convey, through poetry, the
form of her whole mind process. In turn, we see our deepest selves reflected back."
― Daniel Lopatin
Featuring a new introduction from the author, Superdoom: Selected Poems brings
together the best of Broder’s three cult out-of-print poetry collections―When You
Say One Thing but Mean Your Mother, Meat Heart, and Scarecrone―as well as the
best of her fourth collection, Last Sext.
Embracing the sacred and the profane, often simultaneously, Broder gazes into the
abyss and at the human body, with humor and heartbreak, lust and terror. Broder’s language is entirely her own, marked both
by brutal strangeness and raw intimacy. At turns essayistic and surreal, bouncing between the grotesque and the
transcendent, Superdoom is a must-have for longtime fans and the perfect introduction to one of our most brilliant and original
poets.
Category
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:

Poetry
Tony Perez
Meredith Kaffel Simonoff
UK & Translation
Manuscript

ALSO AVAILABLE:
MILK FED, Scribner 2020 (see full listing above)
THE PISCES, Hogarth 2018/2019 (see full listing in Recently Published)
Sold to:
Bloomsbury (UK), Ullstein Buchverlage (German), Modernista (Swedish), Exmo Publishers (Russian),
Editions Christian Bourgois (French), Dereta (Serbian), Sola Publishing (Turkish)

**Claire Foy to star in adaptation of Melissa Broder’s The Pisces; Gillian Robespierre will direct**
SO SAD TODAY, Grand Central, 2016
Sold to:
Scribe (UK), Daidalos (Swedish), Luciole (Korean), Alba (Spanish), Editions de l’Olivier (French), Sola
Publishing (Turkish)

Melissa Broder is the author of the novel The Pisces, the essay collection So Sad Today and four
poetry collections, including Last Sext. Her poetry has appeared in POETRY, The Iowa Review, Tin
House, Guernica, and she is the winner of a Pushcart Prize for poetry. She has written for The New
York Times, Elle.com, VICE, Vogue Italia, and New York Magazine’s The Cut. She lives in Los Angeles.
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SHINER
Amy Jo Burns
Riverhead Books, May 2020 / paperback May 2021
One of NPR’s Best Books of 2020
Barnes & Noble Discover Pick of the Month for May
One of Parade’s Best New Fiction Books – Spring 2020
Longlisted for Crook’s Corner Book Prize for Debut Novel
One of TheSkimm‘s 11 Buzzy Books for Your Imaginary Beach Bag
A Must-Read Book of May by PARADE, HELLOGIGGLES, DEBUTIFUL, RAVISHLY,
BOOKPAGE, THE MILLIONS, CHICAGO REVIEW OF BOOKS

Praise for SHINER:
“…fierce and moving… This intricate novel is that wrenching testament, told in
language as incandescent as smoldering coal… Neither grim cliché nor opportunistic
elegy, Shiner is something far more raw, and more honest. One character’s reaction to
tasting moonshine sums up the bracing effect of this novel. ‘Christ on the cross,’ she
says. ‘That’s strong.’” —New York Times Book Review
“These are only the bare bones of this gorgeously written, plot-rich novel that examines the complex lives of these five
beautifully realized characters . . . Being set in Appalachia, it is no surprise that the novel is also about story and its gradual
morphing into legend. The tone of the novel is melancholy, and things happen that exacerbate that mood, but everything is
perfectly apposite. This memorable first novel is exceptional in its power and imagination. It’s clearly a must-read.”
—Booklist, Starred Review
“[In] this assured debut novel... Wren’s engaging, convincing voice leads the reader through her strange world. A teenage girl is
the strong center of a fever-dream story of hidden pasts.” — Kirkus, Starred Review
“Burns beautifully renders the isolated Appalachian landscape and the urgent desperation of her characters. Burns’s stunning
prose is reason enough to keep an eye out for this promising writer’s next effort.” — Publishers Weekly
“Amy Jo Burns’ debut novel, ‘Shiner,’ takes that [Apalachia] setting and its tensions — faith versus reality, peril and those who
self-righteously toy with it — and gives it a smart, stylish update.” —Los Angeles Times
“Amy Jo Burns's first novel, Shiner, is a powerful story about finding moments of light in the dark . . . Everyone in Shiner is
keeping secrets, sharp and dizzying like moonshine.” —Shelf Awareness
“Amy Jo Burns writes masterful sentences charged with all the beauty and rage and struggle of her characters. From the first
paragraph to the last, Burns builds a vibrant and complex story of myths and miracles and moonshiners, as well as of the women
who fight for their lives and their dignity and their future in a culture that all too often strangles all three. Shiner is a gorgeous
novel.” — Phil Klay, author of Redeployment
“Amy Jo Burns has written a ravishing novel about the deadly and beautiful things that lie coiled in the hollows of the world. Her
characters--mothers and daughters, preachers and outlaws--fall into fires and onto their knees as they hunt for the thrill of living
to the hilt. Shiner is full of miracles.” — C. Morgan Babst, The Floating World
"With prose as potent as the moonshine it evokes, Amy Jo Burns shows how ferociously Appalachian history keeps it hold on the
present. Beautiful and unsettling, Shiner pulled me in with its first startling scene and wouldn't let go."
—Idra Novey, author of Those Who Knew
"In spare yet lyrical prose, Amy Jo Burns brings to life a brutal landscape and its dangerous, alluring inhabitants. A haunting
glimpse into a mystical world with its own laws and customs, filled with fiercely independent people, this novel combines a
memoir-like intimacy with the mythic power of a fable. Burns is a writer to be watched."
— Christina Baker Kline, #1 NYT bestselling author of Orphan Train and A Piece of the World
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“A story as dark and twisty as the Appalachian mountains where it's set, SHINER is riveting and full of wonder. Amy Jo Burns
takes us deep into a land both beautiful and treacherous, where men handle snakes and make moonshine, where woman
navigate a world that needs their labor but denies their happiness, and where girls like Wren Bird must decide who to be in a
place that wants them to be nothing. Wren is a complex, fearless character, a girl who emerges from impossible circumstances
with grace. SHINER is part love story, part mystery, part family drama, and deeply rooted in place and character. I loved it.”
—Anton DiSclafani, author of The Yonahlossee Riding Camp for Girls
“A compelling fever-dream of a novel crafted out of moonshine and jagged miracles, Shiner is simply perfect. I loved every
moment spent in the world Amy Jo Burns so thoroughly evokes; I already know I will return to it again and again. Do not miss
this exceptional debut.” —Joshilyn Jackson, author of Never Have I Ever and The Almost Sisters
"SHINER is a book like a thunderstorm: weighty, emotional, romantic, and full of heat. It speaks to the energy and ambition of
youth, in a voice unlike any we've seen before. Set in an Appalachian hillside that holds itself so remote it feels like a new
civilization, Amy Jo Burns has introduced us to a world we will not soon forget. Her characters seek high truths and make hard
choices, and they will linger in my mind for a long time to come." —Adrienne Celt, Invitation to A Bonfire
“This emotional, lyrical novel about a 15-year-old named Wren and the surprising family secrets she uncovers is filled with hope,
love, and strength.” —Hello Giggles, 10 Best New Books of May
“Through this kaleidoscopic approach, Burns gives each of her characters the opportunity to shine . . . Her evocative, poetic prose
contrasts with the gritty world of snake handlers, moonshiners and opioids. At times reminiscent of books by Bonnie Jo
Campbell and Ron Rash, Shiner is a powerful novel of generations linked by trauma, and of the hope and resilience needed to
break a cycle of misery.” —BookPage
On a lush mountaintop trapped in time, three women must defy the traditions that have held them captive.
An hour from the closest West Virginia mining town, teenage Wren Bird lives in a cloistered mountain cabin with her parents.
They have no car, no mail, and no visitors—except for her mother’s lifelong best friend. Every Sunday, Wren’s father delivers
winding sermons in an abandoned gas station, where he takes up serpents and praises the Lord for his blighted white eye: proof
of his divinity and key to the hold he has over the community, over Wren and her mother. Then, one summer, a miracle
performed by Wren’s father quickly turns to tragedy. As the order of her world begins to shatter, she must learn the truth of her
family’s harrowing history in order to imagine a different future for herself.
Rich with love and loss, Shiner uncovers two generations’ worth of Appalachian heartbreak and resolve. A chorus of three
unforgettable voices—a bold daughter, a reclusive housewife, and a lovesick moonshiner—reveal a taut and smoldering story of
modern female myth-making in a land of men, and one young girl who must open her eyes.
Praise for Amy Jo Burns:
“From the first page to the last, I held my breath as Burns held my heart.” —Roxane Gay, author of Hunger and Difficult
Women
"Burns' writing is deliciously dense and full of perfectly picked observations.” —The Rumpus
“Affecting without being sensational…the reader’s heart is left aching at the end of each chapter.” —The Pittsburgh PostGazette
Category:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:
Sold to:

Fiction
Meredith Kaffel Simonoff
UK & Translation
Final PDF
Sonatine (French), HarperCollins Italia (Italian)

Amy Jo Burns is the author of the memoir Cinderland. Her writing has appeared in Salon, Good
Housekeeping, The Rumpus, Jezebel, Ploughshares, and Dame.
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THE SCHOOL FOR GOOD
MOTHERS
Jessamine Chan
37 Ink, January 2022

**Television rights optioned to Endeavor Content and Jessica
Chastain’s Freckle Films, with the author to executive
produce**
Praise for THE SCHOOL FOR GOOD MOTHERS:
“A terrifying novel about mass surveillance, loneliness, and the impossible
measurements of motherhood—The School for Good Mothers is a timely and
remarkable debut."
—Carmen Maria Machado, author of In the Dream House
“This taut, explosive novel is all the more terrifying because it edges so
close to reality. With the story of one woman struggling to get her daughter
back, Jessamine Chan spotlights the punishing scrutiny and judgment aimed
at mothers everywhere—especially those who aren’t wealthy or white.
Frida’s predicament embodies the fraught question so many women are
taught to ask: Am I good enough?”
—Leni Zumas, author of Red Clocks
“The School for Good Mothers is an astonishing novel. Heartbreaking and daring, propulsive and wise. In the way that The
Handmaid’s Tale made us fear for women’s bodies, The School for Good Mothers makes us fear for women’s souls. It’s hard to
distill all the love and longing this book contains, and how electrifying it is to be immersed in Chan’s world. So let me just say, I
read it with my heart in my throat and I held my kids tight.”
—Diane Cook, author of the Booker Prize finalist The New Wilderness
“Jessamine Chan captures, in heartbreaking tones, the exacting price women pay in a patriarchal society that despises them, that
reduces their worth to their viability for procreation and capacity for mothering. The School for Good Mothers is not so much a
warning for some possible dystopian nightmare as much as it is an alarm announcing that the nightmare is here. The book is,
thus, a weeping testimony, a haunting song, and a piercing rebuke of both the misogynist social order and the traps it lays for
women, girls, and femmes. Good Mothers deserves an honored place next to the works of Margaret Atwood and Octavia Butler.”
—Robert Jones, Jr., author of The Prophets and creator of Son of Baldwin
"This book is like nothing I've read before. Although it might be compared to everything from the work of Ray Bradbury to more
recent standout fiction by Alexandra Kleeman and Kelly Link, it is much greater than the sum of those parts. This is a tightly
plotted, deeply moving novel that also offers profound insights into the state of contemporary motherhood within a country that
offers very little in the way of societal support for parents. I found myself moved to tears by its conclusion. The School for Good
Mothers is haunting and unforgettable, and I'm in awe of Jessamine Chan's mind."
— Liz Moore, author of NYT bestseller Long Bright River
Frida Liu is struggling. She doesn’t have a career worthy of her Chinese immigrant parents’ sacrifices. She can’t persuade her
husband, Gust, to give up his wellness-obsessed younger mistress. Only with Harriet, their cherubic daughter, does Frida finally
attain the perfection expected of her. Harriet may be all she has, but she is just enough.
Until Frida has a very bad day.
The state has its eyes on mothers like Frida. The ones who check their phones, letting their children get injured on the
playground, who let their children walk home alone. Because of one moment of poor judgment, a host of government officials
will now determine if Frida is a candidate for a Big Brother-like institution that measures the success or failure of a mother’s
devotion.
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Faced with the possibility of losing Harriet, Frida must prove that a bad mother can be redeemed. That she can learn to be good.
A searing page-turner that is also a transgressive novel of ideas about the perils of “perfect” upper-middle class parenting, the
violence enacted upon women both by the state and, at times, one another, the systems that separate families, and the
boundlessness of love, The School for Good Mothers introduces, in Frida, an everywoman for the ages. Using dark wit to explore
the pains and joys of the deepest ties that bind us, Chan has written a modern literary classic.
Category
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:
Rights Sold to:

Literary Fiction
Dawn Davis
Meredith Kaffel Simonoff
UK & Translation
Final Manuscript
Hutchinson (UK), Hollands Diep (Dutch), Ullstein (German), Eskmo (Russian)

Jessamine Chan lives in Philadelphia, with her husband and daughter. This is her first novel.
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I WANT YOU
Lisa Hanawalt

Drawn & Quarterly, August 2020
Praise for I WANT YOU:
"In a new collection of Hanawalt's early minicomic work, I Want You, you can
see the cartoonist's sensibilities ― that penchant for slamming the manic and
mundane into each other, to see what happens ― coalescing into an aesthetic
that belongs to her and her alone." ―Glen Weldon, NPR
"The shorts collected in the book also preview the kind of work that would
feature in Hanawalt’s collections Hot Dog Taste Test and My Dumb Dirty Eyes,
combining observational comedy, surrealist flights of fancy and unexpected
beauty into something that is uniquely Hanawalt, and relentlessly funny."
―The Hollywood Reporter
“[These comics] hit as freshly funny and subversive, and will appeal to
dedicated fans of Hanawalt’s peculiar oeuvre as well as those just getting an
introduction.” —Publishers Weekly
“A brilliant collection from an audacious and boldly inventive cartoonist with a
distinct and necessary perspective.” —Library Journal, Starred Review
The filthy, funny, early work from the Tuca & Bertie creator, and Bojack Horseman production designer
Before the critically acclaimed animated shows, the bestselling graphic novel Coyote Doggirl, or the humor collections Hot Dog
Taste Test and My Dirty Dumb Eyes, cartoonist Lisa Hanawalt was a comic book industry sensation with her Ignatz Awardwinning minicomic series I Want You. Hanawalt’s outlandish humor and ingenious formalism are evident in the comics collected
here. Her love of anthropomorphism and scatology are on full display, all lovingly and grotesquely drawn by Hanawalt in
obsessive, unnerving detail.
The stars here are She-Moose, who we join sex-toy shopping, and He-Horse, who we learn mid-flight suffers from ornithophobia.
The true star of I Want You may just be Hanawalt’s hilarious command of the graphic listicle. “Top Causes of Freeway Accidents”
is a prescient pre-BoJack display of Hanawalt’s love for all things equine. “Things We Are Sorry We Did Last Night” includes the
murder of all Hanawalt's Google doppelgängers. Whether she’s discussing the daily commute or masturbation, she packs each
comic in I Want You with punchy cultural observations and sharp-witted reflections on typically taboo subjects. A master
humorist and cartoonist, Hanawalt strikes the perfect balance of drawing the gorgeous and the repugnant, the fantastical and the
lifelike, the bizarre and the hilarious–creating a deeply human experience that everyone can relate to.
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:
Sold to:

Graphic Novel
Peggy Burns
Meredith Kaffel Simonoff
Translation
Finished Copies
Editions IMHO (French)

Also available: COYOTE DOGGIRL (2018)
Sold to:
Gallimard BD (French), Astiberri (Spanish)
Lisa Hanawalt is producer and production designer of the Netflix original series, Bojack Horseman, now in its
fourth season. She is also the show creator of Netflix’s newly announced animated show, Tuca and Bertie, which
Tiffany Haddish will voice and executive produce and which will debut later this year. Her quarterly food
column for Lucky Peach magazine won her a James Beard Award for humor. She co-hosts the podcast Baby
Geniuses with comedian Emily Heller. Hanawalt’s first collection with Drawn & Quarterly was 2013’s critically
acclaimed MY DIRTY DUMB EYES. Her second book with D+Q, 2016’s HOT DOG TASTE TEST, won her the Ignatz
Award, appearing on best of the year lists from the Washington Post, Guardian, NPR, and more.
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FAMILY OF ORIGIN
CJ Hauser

Doubleday, July 2019 / paperback June 2020

By the author of the viral essay sensation “The Crane Wife”, to be
published in THE CRANE WIFE AND OTHER LOVE STORIES FROM LIFE
(Doubleday 2022)
One of InStyle’s “11 July Books That Belong in Your Tote Bag”
An August 2019 Indie Next Great Read
A Belletrist July Pick
Praise for FAMILY OF ORIGIN:
“Hauser's ability to render the complexities of family relationships with radical honesty is
a feat.… A lesser writer would not be able to deliver the disturbing and weird with the
grace that Hauser does. A unique, poignant, and slightly taboo novel about family, biology,
and evolution” —Kirkus
“Reminiscent of the family explorations of Rick Moody, Jennifer Egan, and Lauren Groff, this tragicomic novel explores climate
change, family ties, and the millennial generation’s feeling that they have arrived late to the party, that humanity and the
environment appear to be declining before their eyes. Full of brilliantly realized characters, Hauser’s latest is profound, often
incredibly funny, and captures the times like few other contemporary novels.”
—Booklist, starred review
“Hauser (The From-Aways) impresses with her wistful contemporary tale of family bonds … This shimmering take on
grief and family will enthrall fans of character-driven stories with its bevy of dashed dreams and cluttered emotions.”
—Publishers Weekly
“Family of Origin is a spirited defense of the maligned millennial generation. It's also an innovative work of climate fiction, a
nuanced and empathic family story, and, for my money, the summer's best novel thus far. Hauser is a beautiful, no-nonsense
writer, with a particular gift for atmosphere. A graduate of Florida State's PhD program in creative writing, she joins Floridian
writers Karen Russell, Kristen Arnett, and Sarah Gerard in turning the state into a character.” —NPR Book Review
“A bold, strange novel, one that spirits readers to some of the furthest reaches of human experience. Wildly inventive and
intensely moving.” —R.O. Kwon, author of The Incendiaries
“In Family of Origin, CJ Hauser explores and explodes the most complex moments in life: those moments with a power that
spirals both backward and forward in time, those moments that shift in meaning and shape us into who we are. This riveting and
emotionally intricate book doesn’t shy away from the deepest questions about how a family, and a species, can survive.”
—Helen Phillips, author of The Need and The Beautiful Bureaucrat
“Family of Origin is a meditation on a singularly unique family that opens up to embrace all of us, every single family, every
human being, and it doesn't let go. It's amazing…a supremely weird novel that displays humor and heartbreak in equal
measure.”
—Kevin Wilson, author of The Family Fang
“C.J. Hauser’s “Family of Origin” may be the most oddly enticing novel you will read this year, no matter how you feel about
ducks, baseball, evolution, the state of our planet or the fate of our run-amok species. Keenly satirical yet unashamedly tender, it
both reels you in and sets you adrift, offshore in every sense.” —Wall Street Journal
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When Nolan Grey receives news that his father, a once-prominent biologist, has drowned off Leap's Island, he calls on
Elsa, his estranged, older half-sister, to help pick up the pieces. This, despite the fact that it was he and Elsa who broke
the family in the first place. The Greys have been avoiding each other for a dozen years.
Elsa and Nolan travel to their father's field station, a wild and isolated spot off the Gulf Coast. Here, their father's fatalistic
colleagues, the Reversalists, obsessively study the undowny bufflehead, a rare sea duck whose loss of waterproof feathers
proves, they say, that evolution is running in reverse and humanity's best days are behind us.
On an island that is always looking backward, it's impossible for the siblings to ignore their past. Stuck together in the close
quarters of their island stilt-house, and provoked by the absurd antics of the remaining Reversalists, years of family secrecy and
blame between Elsa and Nolan threaten to ruin them all over again. As the Greys urgently trek the island to find the so-called
Paradise Duck, their father's final obsession, they begin to fear that they were their father's first evidence that the future held no
hope.
In the irreverent and exuberant spirit of Kevin Wilson, Alissa Nutting, and Karen Russell, CJ Hauser speaks to a generation's
uncertainties: Is it possible to live in our broken world with both scientific pragmatism and hope? What does one generation
owe another? How do we know which parts of the past, and ourselves, to jettison and which to keep? Delightfully funny, fiercely
original, high-spirited and warm, FAMILY OF ORIGIN grapples with questions of nature and nurture, evolution and mating,
intimacy and betrayal, progress and forgiveness.
Category
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:

Literary Fiction
Lee Boudreaux
Meredith Kaffel Simonoff
UK & Translation
Finished Copies

C.J. HAUSER teaches creative writing and literature at Colgate University. She is the author of the novel The
From-Aways and her fiction has appeared in Tin House, Narrative Magazine, TriQuarterly, Esquire, Third Coast,
and The Kenyon Review. She holds an MFA in fiction from Brooklyn College and a PhD in Creative Writing from
The Florida State University. She lives in Hamilton, New York.
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MOTHER MAY I
Joshilyn Jackson

William Morrow, April 2021
Praise for MOTHER MAY I:
“Joshilyn Jackson does it again with this explosive, white-knuckle read about
a mother who will stop at nothing to protect her family. Terrifying, timely
and thought-provoking, I couldn't tear my eyes away from Mother May I."
—Mary Kubica, NYT bestselling author of The Other Mrs.
"Chilling, thought-provoking, and hauntingly written, MOTHER MAY I kept
me on the edge of my seat with its breathless race against time. Joshilyn
Jackson’s latest riveting thriller starts with a bang and doesn’t let up, asking
how well you truly know the people around you—and how far you’re willing
to go for the ones you love. A true page-turner that will stick with me for a
long time."
—Megan Miranda, NYT bestselling author of All The Missing Girls
“All the things we love about Joshilyn Jackson come together with panache
in Mother May I: subtle yet scalding insights on the nature of privilege,
compelling, vibrant characters, and the wily plot and breakneck pace of a
thriller. Mother May I sets a new standard for the genre: it’s razor-sharp,
merciless, and masterful.”
—Rose Carlyle, #1 internationally bestselling author of The Girl in the
Mirror

From New York Times Bestselling author Joshilyn Jackson comes a new novel of domestic suspense: MOTHER MAY
I, a twist-filled exploration of the lengths a woman will go to keep her family safe.
Bree Cabot wakes up early and catches a glimpse of a witch peering in her bedroom window. Her husband Trey offers to
check the backyard, but their ten-week old son, Robert, has kept Bree up all night; she brushes it off as a dream and sends
Trey off on his business trip. It’s a decision she will come to regret, and quickly. That afternoon, busy with her older girls at
the tony prep school they attend thanks to her husband’s family money, Bree takes her eyes off Robert for a moment.
When she looks back, he’s gone.
In his place is a note: We have your baby. If you ever want to see him again, tell no one. Do not call the police. Do not call your
husband. Go home, immediately. We will call you there at 5:15 PM. Be there to answer. Or he’s gone for good.
Desperate to save her son, Bree enlists the help of Marshall Chase, an old friend from the hard-scrabble,
rural neighborhood where she grew up. Street-smart, savvy Marshall, an ex-cop turned investigator, believes the key to
finding Robert is hidden in her wealthy and connected husband’s past. Marshall’s heart is pure, but his motivations aren’t;
he has long been in love with Bree.
Caught up in an ever-deepening, extremely twisted relationship with the witch, Bree must navigate the truth about both
her husband and her long-time friend, collecting the keys to the witch’s identity and Robert’s location before the clock runs
out.
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Praise for Joshilyn Jackson:
"A master of domestic suspense." —Entertainment Weekly
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:
Sold to:

Domestic Suspense
Emily Krump
Caryn Karmatz Rudy
UK & Translation
Final PDF
Bloomsbury (UK), Nieuw Amsterdam (Dutch), Cappelen Damm (Norwegian)

NEVER HAVE I EVER sold to: Bloomsbury (UK), Libri (Hungarian), Nieuw Amsterdam (Dutch), AST License Ltd. (Russian)

Joshilyn Jackson lives in Decatur, Georgia with her husband and their two kids. She serves on the board of and
volunteers with Reforming Arts, teaching creative writing inside Georgia's maximum-security facility for women.
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MY MONTICELLO
Jocelyn Nicole Johnson
Holt, October 2021

**Feature film rights to the novella ‘My Monticello’ have been bought
by Netflix, for Chernin to produce**
Charles Yu’s Most Anticipated Book of 2021 (per Vulture)
Praise for MY MONTICELLO:
"My Monticello is a magnificent debut that holds so much in its gaze—great
love and great oppression, tremendous individual courage and systemic
racism, futures of joyful justice and futures of extremism. This breathtaking,
artful book is a gift."
—Megha Majumdar, author of NYT bestseller and National Book Award
longlist A Burning
“I was enthralled from the opening lines of this book. These chilling, thoughtprovoking and expertly crafted stories showcase Johnson’s range and ability—
they broke my heart as well as my brain. A stunning collection."
—Charles Yu, National Book Award-winning author of Interior Chinatown
“It is a rare breed of writer who can tell any kind of story and do so with
exquisite deftness. Jocelyn Nicole Johnson is one such writer. Her debut
collection, My Monticello, is comprised of six stories of astonishing range and each one explores what it means to live in a world
that is at once home and not. She dissects the unbearable burdens of such displacement. The crowning glory of this collection is
the title story, a novella about a world that has fallen apart and a small band of people who take refuge in Monticello, among the
old ghosts of the former plantation, how they become family, and how they try to make a stand for their lives, for the world the
way it once was. This collection is absolutely unforgettable and Johnson's prose soars to remarkable heights.”
—Roxane Gay, author of Bad Feminist and Hunger
“My Monticello is a gorgeous, devastating collection of stories spotlighting the ways a life, a country, and a planet can tend
toward disaster but still be worth fighting for. Johnson’s stories exquisitely balance the interior and the exterior: the world of
inequalities and disappointments stacked against her characters is illuminated by their full and compelling desires, and by her
honest exploration of the major and minor cruelties survival requires. This is a stunning debut by a brilliant and original new
voice.”
—Danielle Evans, author of The Office of Historical Corrections
“There is a special pleasure in discovering a voice that is vital and unlike anything else you’ve known before. Jocelyn Nicole
Johnson is such a voice. One that is necessary and brimming with both heart and imagination, Johnson’s My Monticello is a
beautiful debut work of art.”
―Nana Kwame Adjei-Brenyah, New York Times bestselling author of Friday Black
A young woman descended from Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings driven from her neighborhood by a white militia.
A university professor studying racism by conducting a secret social experiment on his own son. A single mother
desperate to buy her first home even as the world hurtles toward catastrophe. Each fighting to survive in America.
Tough-minded, vulnerable, and brave, Jocelyn Nicole Johnson’s precisely imagined debut explores burdened inheritances and
extraordinary pursuits of belonging. Set in the near future, the eponymous novella, “My Monticello,” tells of a diverse group of
Charlottesville neighbors fleeing violent white supremacists. Led by Da’Naisha, a young Black descendant of Thomas Jefferson
and Sally Hemings, they seek refuge in Jefferson’s historic plantation home in a desperate attempt to outlive the long-foretold
racial and environmental unravelling within the nation.
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In “Control Negro,” hailed by Roxane Gay as “one hell of story,” a university professor devotes himself to the study of racism and
the development of ACMs (average American Caucasian males) by clinically observing his own son from birth in order to
“painstakingly mark the route of this Black child too, one whom I could prove was so strikingly decent and true that America
could not find fault in him unless we as a nation had projected it there.” Johnson’s characters all seek out home as a place and an
internal state, whether in the form of a Nigerian widower who immigrates to a meager existence in the city of Alexandria, finding
himself adrift; a young mixed-race woman who adopts a new tongue and name to escape the landscapes of rural Virginia and her
family; or a single mother who seeks salvation through “Buying a House Ahead of the Apocalypse.”
United by these characters’ relentless struggles against reality and fate, My Monticello is a formidable book that bears witness to
this country’s legacies and announces the arrival of a wildly original new voice in American fiction.
Category
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:
Rights sold to:

Literary Fiction
Retha Powers & Barbara Jones
Meredith Kaffel Simonoff
UK & Translation
Manuscript
Harvill (UK), Companhia Editora Nacional (Brazil Portuguese)

Jocelyn Nicole Johnson’s writing has appeared or is forthcoming in Guernica, The Guardian, Shenandoah,
Phoebe, Prime Number, and elsewhere. In addition to the Best American Short Stories 2018 anthology, her work
has been read live by LeVar Burton and broadcast as part of PRI’s Selected Shorts series. She has received
fellowships from Hedgebrook, Tin House, and VCAA. Johnson lives and teaches art to public-school children in
Charlottesville, Virginia.
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CIRCA

Devi S. Laskar

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, Spring 2022
Told through a series of precise, charged vignettes, CIRCA tells the story of Heera Sanyal, the daughter of Bengali immigrants, as
she negotiates the complicated, strange proximity of love and grief and struggles with the divide between her parents’ and
society’s expectations, and her own vision for the future.
On the cusp of her eighteenth birthday, Heera and her best friends, siblings Marie and Marco, are rebelliously teasing what fun
can be had out of life in Raleigh, North Carolina. But no matter how much Heera defies her strict upbringing, from pickpocketing
to vandalism, she’s always avoided any real danger—until Marie is killed in an accident in front of her and Marco. Then
everything changes. Marco begins calling himself Crash and over the years to come, spends his days womanizing and burning
through a string of jobs. Heera’s dream of college in New York is upended by a family illness. She soon finds herself trapped in a
loveless arranged marriage to a wealthy man and in-laws who become fearful of the devastating force of community gossip.
Over the years, Heera and Crash’s paths cross and re-cross, on a journey of dreams, desires, jealousies, betrayals—all in the
name of love. Heart-wrenching and wry, CIRCA is a story of a young woman torn between familial duty and her own survival.
Laskar penetratingly explores within these pages what it means to have an identity fractured by different cultures; issues of
emotional inheritance, belonging, grief, and romance; and the many ways that people can disappear, both from themselves and
others. Heera’s journey, from North Carolina to New York, and from girlhood to womanhood, reveals the beauty and darkness
and revelation inherent in the paths of all those who not only want to survive, but to grow. The novel is also compulsively
readable; a true one-sitting read.
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:

Literary Fiction
Pilar Garcia-Brown
Reiko Davis
UK & Translation
Manuscript

Devi S. Laskar is the author of The Atlas of Reds and Blues, which was named a Washington Post “Best Book of the Year” and “A
Book All Georgians Should Read” by The Georgia Center for the Book. The novel was the winner of the 2019–2020 Asian/Pacific
American Award for Literature in Adult Fiction and the 2020 Crook’s Corner Book Prize. It was also short-listed for the Northern
California Book Awards and long-listed for the 2019 Northern California Golden Poppy Book Award in Fiction and for the DSC
Prize for South Asian Literature. A native of Chapel Hill, North Carolina, Laskar holds an MFA from Columbia University and now
lives in the San Francisco Bay Area. Her work has been hailed by Marie Claire as “devastatingly potent,” by Booklist as “sharply
relevant and tragically timeless,” by Jean Kwok as “searing, powerful, and beautifully written,” and by Kiese Laymon as
“narratively beautiful as it is brutal...Laskar has changed how we will all write about state-sanctioned terror in this nation,” to
name just a few highlights of praise. She is an alumna of The OpEd Project and VONA.
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KEPT ANIMALS
Kate Milliken

Scribner, April 2020 / paperback August 2021

**Optioned by Apple and Tomorrow Studios for Development for a
Television Series**
One of Library Journal’s Most Anticipated Books
One of Vogue’s Best Books of April
One of Parade’s Best New Fiction Books – Spring 2020
Praise for KEPT ANIMALS:
“Milliken trusts us to keep up with her fast-paced tale, catching clues on the fly as we
careen through the intricate story lines. But she’s at her best when she lingers, treating
us to deft insights and gorgeous, sensual description… Kept Animals is an eventpacked novel of class, desire, coming-of-age and familial disintegration. It’s also a
knowing depiction of an unstable world where residents can be as treacherous as the
landscape.” —The New York Times
“After her award-winning story collection If I’d Known You Were Coming, Milliken
offers a gripping debut novel that sweeps back and forth from Topanga Canyon in
1993 to Little Snake, WY, in 2015…. Milliken pulls out all the stops to deliver a
riveting page-turner, an unforgettable story of loss and renewal. She is a
powerful talent to watch.” —Library Journal, Starred Review
“Kept Animals is a darkly beautiful book, tender yet powerful, an exquisite exploration of hurt and desire, the why of wanting, taking
and giving. And Kate Milliken knows her stuff when it comes to horses.” —Jeannette Walls, author of The Glass Castle
"Like the winding canyon road that runs through the heart of this story, the world of Kept Animals is both harrowing and beautiful, full
of hairpin turns that bring characters face-to-face with what lurks in the darkness—both within themselves and the people around
them. Kate Milliken has written a devastating, impeccably crafted book." —Cristina Henriquez, author of The Book of Unknown
Americans
"A wildly compelling and all-consuming debut, Kept Animals flares with the voices and textures of adolescence. Milliken precisely
captures the danger, anxiety, and white-hot hunger of being a teenage girl on the cusp—and she does so in prose full of wit, brazen
beauty, and style." —Kimberly King Parsons, author of Black Light
“With precise and sensuous prose, so gorgeous it's gasp-inducing, KEPT ANIMALS tells an epic story of loss, identity, and that which
binds—and unravels—a community. Milliken's unforgettable characters face dangers of all kinds, be it familial, romantic, or of the
natural world. To experience, as a reader, this mysterious, mesmerizing, and menacing pocket of Southern California is a true pleasure
and thrill. Kate Milliken has talent to burn. I love this novel.” — Edan Lepucki, author of California and Woman No. 17
“It’s fitting that a book so deeply connected to the landscape (both physical and psychic) of Southern California would take a cinematic
approach to storytelling. Kept Animals is at once a novel with a wide lens—taking in so many lives and stories, so much beauty and
heartbreak—and an intimate portrait of three very different girls making their way in the world.” —Rumaan Alam, author of Rich
and Pretty
“From its opening pages, Kept Animals crackles with swift, cinematic energy. Milliken not only displays deep perceptiveness about the
tangled web of class and privilege in Southern California, but shrewdly captures a period in recent history that holds profound
warnings and reflections for our current moment.” —Francisco Cantú, author of The Line Becomes a River
“What do you get when you add horses, heat, teenagers, violence, alcohol, love, class, competition, fame, and desire to a raw California
landscape? You get one giant conflagration of a debut novel. Kate Milliken has written a coming-of-age story of three young women
whose families are falling apart just as they are beginning to recognize their own sexual power. Haunting and sexy, glamorous and
gritty, Kept Animals is a book you’ll read as if it’s on fire.” —Eleanor Henderson, author of The Twelve-Mile Straight and Ten
Thousand Saints
“A searing, beautifully written look at a place, a time, and a community set along the fault lines of class, race, climate, and coincidence.
This novel will stay with me for a long time.” —Lydia Kiesling, author of The Golden State
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“Kept Animals is a force of nature. Milliken writes with raw tenderness for all the flawed and threatened creatures of the earth. Her
tightly braided plot harnesses loss and desire, passion and anger—abandonment of all kinds—to propel the reader headlong to the last
page. This is an astonishing debut novel—a masterwork.” —C. Morgan Babst, author of The Floating World
“In this rugged and ravishing debut, a tragic car accident upends the lives of multiple Southern California families—particularly three
teenage girls, whose lives and desires intersect in ways none of them could have imagined.” —Oprah Magazine, 31 LGBTQ Books
That'll Change the Literary Landscape in 2020
“Milliken’s debut is a surprisingly suspenseful coming-of-age novel…swift-moving and engaging…Rory is a lovely companion, and
readers will enjoy following her through her trials and tribulations.” —Booklist

“As ravishing and gracefully rugged as the horse ranch at its heart, Milliken’s first novel begins with a car accident that upends
the lives of four California families whose disparate means and desires intersect in ways none of them can grasp—even two
decades later.” —Oprah Magazine, 14 of the Best Books to Read of April and May 2020
“Kate Milliken’s magnificent debut novel, Kept Animals, is a brutal, necessary depiction of [California], as if it wrenched its heart out and
displayed it, still beating, cupped in one palm. It’s a riveting, disturbing portrait of girlhood, from which society often demands cruel
sacrifice before hurtling it into adulthood." —Medium

A bold, riveting debut novel of desire, betrayal, and loss, centering on three teenage girls, a horse ranch, and the tragic
accident that changes everything.
Rory Ramos works as a ranch hand at the stable her stepfather manages in Topanga Canyon, California, a dry, dusty place reliant
on horses and hierarchies. There she rides for the rich clientele, including twins June and Wade Fisk. While Rory may have
unwittingly drawn the interest of out-and-proud June, she’s more intrigued by Vivian Price, the beautiful teenager with the
movie-star father who lives down the hill. Rory’s blue-collar upbringing keeps her largely separate from the likes of the Prices—
but, perched on her bedroom windowsill, Rory steals glimpses of Vivian swimming in her pool nearly every night.
After Rory’s stepfather is involved in a tragic car accident, the lives of Rory, June, and Vivian become inextricably bound
together. Rory discovers photography, begins riding more competitively alongside June, and grows closer and closer to
gorgeous, mercurial Vivian, but despite her newfound sense of self, disaster lurks all around her: in the parched landscape, in her
unruly desires, in her stepfather's wrecked body and guilty conscience. One night, as the relationships among these teenagers
come to a head, a forest fire tears through Topanga Canyon, and Rory's life is changed forever.
Kept Animals is narrated by Rory’s daughter, Charlie, twenty years after that fateful 1993 fire. Realizing that the key to her own
existence lies in the secret of what really happened that unseasonably warm fall, Charlie is finally ready to ask questions about
her mother’s past. But with Rory away on assignment as a war photographer, Charlie knows she must unravel the truth for
herself.
Praise for IF I’D KNOWN YOU WERE COMING (University of Iowa Press, 2013):
“These twelve elegant, edgy, and deftly made stories are full of ravenous women, hungry for money, attention, fame—sometimes even
fame by proxy—and sometimes even food. Highly compelling and a little bit terrifying.” —Pam Houston, author of Contents May
Have Shifted
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:

Literary Fiction
Valerie Steiker
Meredith Kaffel Simonoff
UK & Translation
Final PDF

Kate Milliken’s stories have appeared in Zyzzyva, Fiction, New Orleans Review, and Santa Monica Review, among others.
A graduate of the Bennington College Writing Seminars, the recipient of fellowships from the Vermont Studio Center,
Yaddo, the Tin House Summer Writer’s Workshop, and several Pushcart Prize nominations. Her debut collection of
stories, If I'd Known You Were Coming, was chosen for the 2013 Iowa Short Fiction Award by author Julie Orringer. She
lives in Mill Valley, California with her husband and two children.
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MILK BLOOD HEAT
Dantiel W. Moniz

Grove Atlantic, February 2021
Indie Next List February 2021
A Belletrist Pick for February
An Oprah Magazine Best Book of February
An Entertainment Weekly Best Book of February
A Medium Best Book of February
Featured in Roxane Gay’s new book club as the April pick
A Publishers Weekly Writer to Watch Spring 2021
A Most-Anticipated Book of 2021 Selection by:
* Oprah Magazine * Elle * Essence * Electric Literature * Lit Hub * Buzzfeed *
A livewire debut from one of the most exciting discoveries in today’s literary landscape, Dantiel W. Moniz, Milk Blood
Heat depicts the sultry lives of Floridians in intergenerational tales that contemplate human connection, race, womanhood,
inheritance, and the elemental darkness in all of us. Set among the cities and suburbs of Florida, each story delves into the
ordinary worlds of young girls, women, and men who find themselves confronted by extraordinary moments of violent personal
reckoning. These intimate portraits of people and relationships scour and soothe and blast a light on the nature of family, faith,
forgiveness, consumption, and what we may, or may not, owe one another.
A thirteen-year-old meditates on her sadness and the difference between herself and her white best friend when an unexpected
tragedy occurs; a woman recovering from a miscarriage finds herself unable to let go of her daughter—whose body parts she
sees throughout her daily life; a teenager resists her family’s church and is accused of courting the devil; servers at a supper club
cater to the insatiable cravings of their clientele; and two estranged siblings take a road-trip with their father’s ashes and are
forced to face their troubling memories of him.
Wise and subversive, spiritual and seductive, Milk Blood Heat forms an ouroboros of stories that bewitch with their truth,
announcing the arrival of a bright new literary star.
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:
Sold to:

Short Story Collection/Literary Fiction
Katie Raissian
Meredith Kaffel Simonoff
UK & Translation
Final PDF
Atlantic Books (UK), C.H. Beck (German), NN Editore (Italian)

Dantiel W. Moniz is the recipient of the Alice Hoffman Prize for Fiction and the Cecelia Joyce Johnson
Emerging Writer Award by the Key West Literary Seminar, as well as a Tin House Scholarship. Her
fiction has appeared in Tin House, Ploughshares, Pleiades, Joyland, McSweeney’s Quarterly Concern, The
Yale Review and elsewhere. Milk Blood Heat is her first book. She lives in Florida.
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Praise for MILK BLOOD HEAT:
“Dantiel W. Moniz sings of Florida, girlhood, family, loss, and the glorious, ecstatic, devastating human body in Milk Blood Heat. A
gorgeous debut from a wickedly talented new writer.”
—Lauren Groff, author of Florida
“These stories and the characters that drive them are like lightning—spectacular, beautiful, carrying a hint of danger. Dantiel
Moniz is a brilliant new talent, her writing lush and sharp, her landscape so rich it feels we could step into it, her characters so
alive and full of longing that they might step of the page and take the reader with them wherever they’re headed next.… Milk,
Blood, Heat is a stunning and important debut.”
—Danielle Evans, author of Before You Suffocate Your Own Fool Self
“Dantiel’s Moniz’s phenomenal Milk Blood Heat is unafraid to go to the hardest places seeking truth. The stories in this book are
rigorous and complex, lush and surprising. They are visceral, full of the intimate awe of existing in flesh. A wonder of a debut.”
—Nana Kwame Adjei-Brenyah, author of Friday Black
“A collection for the ages, incandescent and seething. Equal parts grief, violence, and want, and you’ll be glad for this jagged
awakening.”
—T Kira Madden, author of Long Live the Tribe of Fatherless Girls
“This collection is a seething excavation of want and human error. Moniz writes about the hard incongruities of intimacy with
great urgency and tenderness.”
—Raven Leilani, author of NYT bestseller Luster
"The stories in this memorable debut have the mood of late summer evenings, sultry and dark, thick with the heat of minds and
bodies engaged in sin and transgression, suffused with complicated desire, boldness, and shame. I suggest you pay attention to
this book and to this voice, wherever it goes on to take us. With this cast of lovable, heartbreaking characters, Dantiel Moniz is
announcing her incredible range and sensitivity, as well as her fearlessness in looking squarely at our human condition, in all its
raggedness and beauty."
—Jamel Brinkley, author of the National Book Award Finalist A Lucky Man
“Like the title of Dantiel Moniz’s Milk Blood Heat, there’s a comfort and a piercing in these stories, a prickling on the skin, an
astutely honest gaze sometimes searing through places and emotions I both wanted to escape and to linger with. Moniz has
crafted a stunning debut collection of stories with living, pinprickly prose, like a hot Florida day or a finger traced up the back.
Highly attuned to small power struggles, these are full-bodies stories, with blood and bones and heartbeats, at once
otherworldly and completely real.”
—Nafissa Thompson-Spires, author of Heads of the Colored People
“This powerful debut collection is a wonderland of deep female characters navigating their lives against the ever changeable
backdrop of Florida. The feminine is sublime throughout these stories, featuring girls and women who are submerged in loss,
love, death, temptation, and the cruelty and benevolence of motherhood, two sides of the same coin. Each story vibrates with a
thrumming undercurrent of primal power, found in both nature and in the most shadowy parts of ourselves . . . Dark and lushly
layered, these stories will bewitch you.”
—Kirkus, Starred Review
“Moniz has won multiple awards for her individual stories, and this excellent debut collection shows why…. she nails aching
moments of naked human emotion in direct if luscious language…. each entry is distinctive in its premise, and each will surprise
the reader in a different way. What gives the collection coherence is Moniz’s distinctive vision…. Highly recommended; catch this
writer early in her game.”
—Library Journal, Starred Review
“Northern Florida looms large over the 11 stories that comprise Moniz’s smart debut collection, a comingling of themes of
adolescent discovery, family strain, and temptation’s dangerous appeal.…Moniz knows her characters well and writes with
confidence throughout, letting narratives meander without losing sight of their destinations. Each of these humanity-studying
journeys through the Sunshine State easily stands on its own.”
—Publishers Weekly
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“Fascinating . . .[the stories’] connective moments are both unpredictable and earned... This story collection is for readers who
want to be both challenged and compelled.”
—Booklist
“Mortality is the undercurrent in Dantiel W. Moniz’s electrifying debut story collection, Milk Blood Heat, but where there’s death
there is the whir of life, too. . . . Reading one of Moniz’s stories is like holding your breath underwater while letting the salt sting
your fresh wounds. It’s exhilarating and shocking and even healing. The power in these stories rests in their veracity, vitality and
vulnerability.”
—Washington Post
“in Moniz’s collection, the ordinary experience of being female is laced with a kind of enchantment…. Entire stories seem bathed
in a warm radiance…. It’s women and girls who really hold sway in this book, their cares and secrets and self-delusions.”
—The New York Times
“To describe Milk Blood Heat, a new collection of stories by Dantiel W. Moniz, as elemental is to summon the chemical definition
of the term, to invite the reader to imagine an elixir that acts on the spirit as well as the body…. Moniz has created an alchemy
that converts base literary elements into a transformative elixir of the reading experience.”
—Southern Review of Books
“Moniz’s characters are survivors. Throughout the book, they endure and absorb the losses of those around them. . . . The easy
pleasures which Florida offers in vast supply also come with a cost. Where others may sail past the price, Moniz makes it her
focus. Actions mean more than words, but as a writer, Moniz knows that words are the connective tissue that give us the faith we
need to carry on. How she illuminates that reasoning through direct and unwavering language is downright magical.”
—Boston Globe
“The stories in Moniz’s debut collection—many of which shine a multihued light on Black girlhood in Florida—are to not only be
read but felt. Like Danielle Evans and Lauren Groff, Moniz is unafraid to expose the darkened corners of the Sunshine State, and
of female desire.”
—Oprah Magazine, Most Anticipated Books of 2021
“[T]he short stories in Moniz’s first collection constantly surprise.”
—Oprah Magazine, A Best Book of February
“In enchanting prose, debut storyteller Dantiel W. Moniz plunges readers head first into the lives of oftmisunderstood Floridians and their personal crises, stitching together a portrait that feels both original and startlingly familiar. “
—Elle, Most Anticipated Books of 2021
“Milk Blood Heat is a slim but mighty volume of short fiction, one that announces Moniz as a transfixing voice capable of limning
often staggering emotional truths.”
—BookPage, Starred Review
“A livewire debut from Dantiel W. Moniz, one of the most exciting discoveries in today’s literary landscape. Milk Blood Heat
depicts the sultry lives of Floridians in intergenerational tales that contemplate human connection, race, womanhood,
inheritance, and the elemental darkness in us all.”
—Belletrist February Pick
“Split into 12 original stories, the Floridian writer astutely captures the violences of the female body of pregnancy, birth,
menstruation and pregnancy. In one chapter, two estranged siblings take a road trip with their dead father’s ashes and are
forced to reckon with all the ways he shaped and traumatised them while in another, servers at a supper club cater to the
terrifying cravings of their wealthy clientele.”
—Cosmopolitan (UK), One of the Best New Books by Black and PoC Authors Coming in 2021
“Milk Blood Heat grabbed me and wouldn’t let go. The prose blisters with a beauty so raw and intense it borders on horrifying.
With widely differing characters, voices, and settings, each story makes its own unique contribution to the collection, yet each
propels the reader onward in turn. Dantiel W. Moniz is a jaw-dropping new star on the literary stage.”
—Shelf Awareness
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SHAKESPEARE FOR SQUIRRELS
Christopher Moore

William Morrow, May 2020 / paperback May 2021
Praise for SHAKESPEARE FOR SQUIRRELS:
“Manic parodist Moore… returns with a rare gift for Shakespeare fans who think A
Midsummer Night’s Dream would be perfect if only it were a little more madcap… A kicky,
kinky, wildly inventive 21st century mashup with franker language and a higher body
count than Hamlet.”
—Kirkus
“It takes a certain amount of guts and wild abandon to recast a Shakespeare comedy as a
hard-boiled detective story, but if anyone can pull it off, it’s master satirist Moore, whose
gift for funny business apparently knows no bounds.… A welcome return of a fan-favorite
character in a romp of a tale that will delight not only mystery buffs but also fantasy
fanatics, and, of course, Bard lovers.”
—Booklist, Starred Review
“Moore’s trademark humor is on full display with his cast of strangely lovable characters.
This is Shakespeare with an edge and will not only appeal to Moore’s fans but garner new ones.”
—Library Journal, Starred Review

“Christopher Moore has written a wonderful diversion for hard times. Even Shakespeare would have appreciated the jokes.”
—Wall Street Journal
Shakespeare meets Dashiell Hammett in this wildly entertaining murder mystery from New York Times bestselling author
Christopher Moore—an uproarious, hardboiled take on the Bard’s most performed play, A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, featuring Pocket, the hero of Fool and The Serpent of Venice, along with his sidekick, Drool, and pet monkey, Jeff.
Set adrift by his pirate crew, Pocket of Dog Snogging washes up on the sun-bleached shores of Greece, where he hopes to dazzle the
Duke with his comedic brilliance and become his trusted fool.
But the island is in turmoil. Egeus, the Duke’s minister, is furious that his daughter Hermia is determined to marry Demetrius, instead
of Lysander, the man he has chosen for her. The Duke decrees that if, by the time of the wedding, Hermia still refuses to marry
Lysander, she shall be executed . . . or consigned to a nunnery. Pocket, being Pocket, cannot help but point out that this decree is
complete bollocks, and that the Duke is an egregious weasel for having even suggested it. Irritated by the fool’s impudence, the Duke
orders his death. With the Duke’s guards in pursuit, Pocket makes a daring escape.
He soon stumbles into the wooded realm of the fairy king Oberon, who, as luck would have it, IS short a fool. His jester Robin
Goodfellow—the mischievous sprite better known as Puck—was found dead. Murdered. Oberon makes Pocket an offer he can’t refuse:
he will make Pocket his fool and have his death sentence lifted if Pocket finds out who killed Robin Goodfellow. But as anyone who is
even vaguely aware of the Bard’s most performed play ever will know, nearly every character has a motive for wanting the
mischievous sprite dead.
With too many suspects and too little time, Pocket must work his own kind of magic to find the truth, save his neck, and ensure that all
ends well.
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co Controls:
Material:
Sold to:

Fiction
Jennifer Brehl
Lisa Gallagher
Translation
Final PDF
Agave (Hungarian), UHINENUD (Estonian), Elliot Edizioni (Italian)
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Praise for NOIR:
“Moore spoofs hard-boiled detective fiction in this irreverent send-up set in 1947 San Francisco. . . [A]n amusing spin on the noir
subgenre.” —Publishers Weekly
“Noir turns a legendary genre on its side and offers grand entertainment at every level.” — Los Angeles Review of Books

ALSO AVAILABLE
NOIR Sold to: HarperCollins (UK), Goldmann (German), Agave (Hungarian), Elliot (Italian), Wydawnictwo Mag Jacek Rodek (Polish)
SECONDHAND SOULS, SERPENT OF VENICE, SACRE BLEU, FOOL, A DIRTY JOB, LAMB, THE STUPIDEST ANGEL, William Morrow
(please ask for full list of foreign publishers)
Christopher Moore is the author of sixteen previous novels, including eight consecutive New York
Times bestsellers, including NOIR, SECONDHAND SOULS, SACRE BLEU, FOOL, LAMB, A DIRTY JOB, and THE
SERPENCE OF VENICE. He lives in San Francisco, California. Moore has more than 230,000 followers on social
media. www.chrismoore.com
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PREPARE HER
Genevieve Plunkett
Catapult, July 2021

Advance Praise for PREPARE HER:
“PREPARE HER is haunting, lush, unsettling—a brazen examination of shame, wild
beauty, and the small and not-so-small cruelties we inflict upon ourselves and each
other. Perfectly calibrated and teeming with style, these dark little masterpieces
are full of grim brilliance. Plunkett is a rare and ferocious talent, and this is a
stunning debut.” —Kimberly King Parsons, author of Black Light
“The young women and girls in Prepare Her, Genevieve Plunkett’s story collection,
seem often to be peering at their lives as if through the wrong end of a telescope,
deeply focused yet oddly distant from it. These are stories about intimacy and
loneliness, and about desire, the desire these young women have to inhabit their
bodies fully as sexual beings, to be seen one moment and not seen the next. Few
writers capture sex as beautifully and self-consciously, as strangely and
humorously, as Plunkett. Simply put, I loved these stories.” —Lori Ostlund,
author of After The Parade and The Bigness of the World
“Genevieve Plunkett's stories are elegant, original, and moving, with the lyrical
brilliance and bite of Sylvia Plath. Her characters are painfully, magnetically human, and her prose is imaginative—an
impressive tangle with the ideas of domesticity and womanhood, and a thrilling debut.” —Megan Mayhew Bergman, author
of Almost Famous Women and Birds of a Lesser Paradise
“Prepare Her, Genevieve Plunkett's debut story collection, is a book about finding the strength to embrace loneliness in order to
search for one's squelched and buried self. Plunkett's characters do not always find the answers, but she portrays their struggle
to break free from the oppressiveness of marriage and family and grief with such humor and tenderness, with such poetry, that
we can believe again in the possibility of triumph over despair, of life over emptiness. This book beats with the heart of our
times.” —Anne Raeff, author of Winter Kept Us Warm, The Jungle Around Us, and Only the River
A collection of stories set in a not-so bucolic Vermont, a land of antique stores, small towns, fading farms, and young
women trying to figure out marriage, motherhood, sex and their own power.
Prepare Her tells the stories of young women at the brink of discovering their own power. The crossroads in their lives are not
always the obvious kind--divorce, motherhood, coming of age--but sometimes much more private and dramatic. Kitty discovers
that her ex-boyfriend has committed a murder; Renee navigates a friendship with Arla, a Jehovah's Witness; Emi realizes that
her boyfriend is fetishizing her mental illness; Petra acts recklessly when faced with a client with a gun; and Rachel must grapple
with the reality of raising a daughter in a world that she, herself, is still terrified of.
Tempered by its rural and often haunting Vermont setting, this book explores the complexities of gender and power imbalances
in a way that transforms normal life into something mysterious, uncharted, and sometimes bewildering. Through this lens, we
can see the many subtle, yet staggering injustices endured by the women at the center of these stories, as well as identify what,
or who might be responsible.
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co Controls:
Material:

Literary Fiction/Short Stories
Leigh Newman
Reiko Davis
UK & Translation
Manuscript

Genevieve Plunkett is the recipient of an O. Henry Award. Her work has also appeared in The Best Small Fictions, and journals
such as New England Review, The Southern Review, Crazyhorse, The Colorado Review, and Willow Springs. She lives in Vermont
with her two children. She is at work on her debut novel, which is also forthcoming from Catapult. You can find her online at
www.genevieveplunkett.com
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HER PERFECT LIFE
Hank Phillippi Ryan

Forge/Macmillan, September 2021
The next thrilling standalone novel by USA Today bestselling author Hank
Phillippi Ryan.
Everyone knows Lily Atwood—and that may be her biggest problem. The
beloved television reporter has it all—fame, fortune, Emmys, an adorable sevenyear-old daughter, and the hashtag her loving fans created: PerfectLily. To keep
it all she has to do is protect one life-changing secret.
Her own.
Lily has an anonymous source who feeds her story tips—but suddenly, the
source begins telling Lily inside information about her own life. How does he—
or she—know the truth?
Lily understands that no one reveals a secret unless they have a reason. Now
she’s terrified someone is determined to destroy her world—and with it,
everyone and everything she holds dear.
How much will she risk to keep her perfect life?
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co Controls:
Material:

Thriller/Mystery
Kristin Sevick
Lisa Gallagher
UK & Translation
Manuscript

ALSO AVAILABLE:
THE FIRST TO LIE
TRUST ME Sold to:

Ebury Press (UK, publishing as Anna Ryan), Newton Compton (Italian), Global Group (Compl. Chinese)

The award-winning Jane Ryland series, SAY NO MORE, WHAT YOU SEE, TRUTH BE TOLD, THE WRONG GIRL, THE OTHER
WOMAN
TRUTH BE TOLD Sold to:
Ecus (Compl. Chinese)
THE WRONG GIRL Sold to:
Ecus (Compl. Chinese)
THE OTHER WOMAN Sold to:
Piatkus (UK), Konyvmolyk Epzo (Hungarian), Exmo (Russian), Egmont (German), Ecus
(Compl. Chinese)

Hank Phillippi Ryan is a USA Today bestselling author. She has won five Agatha Awards, in addition to the
Anthony, Macavity, Daphne du Maurier, and Mary Higgins Clark Award for her bestselling mystery novels. Along
with her 34 Emmys and14 Edward R. Murrow awards, Hank has received dozens of other honors for her groundbreaking investigative journalism. A former president of Sisters in Crime and founder of MWA University, she
lives in Boston with her husband, a nationally renowned civil rights and criminal defense attorney.
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THE FIRST TO LIE
Hank Phillippi Ryan

Forge/Macmillan, August 2020 / paperback January 2021
*USA Today bestselling author*
Mary Higgins Clark Award Nominee 2020
Praise for FIRST TO LIE:
“In this stellar standalone from five-time Agatha Award winner Ryan… The
breathlessly energetic plot touches on corporate intrigue, journalism ethics, revenge,
and the corrosive nature of lies. Ryan could win a sixth Agatha with this one.”
—Publishers Weekly, Starred Review
"Hank Ryan is one of my favorite authors of suspense. Her latest, featuring the
colliding worlds of a cast of intriguing female characters, is tailor-made for readers
who are drawn to taut, propulsive plots with twists that do more than just surprise they take your breath away. Book clubs will gobble up THE FIRST TO LIE.”
—#1 NYT bestseller Sarah Pekkanen
“From one of our top thriller writers—a chilling tale of deception and revenge. Filled with sharp insights, The First to Lie is a
house of mirrors, taking us on a thrilling ride of dizzying twists and shocking revelations.”
—Angie Kim, national bestselling author of Miracle Creek
“The First to Lie is a twisty, winding road of deception and secrets that starts with a bang and ends with an explosion. Put this
one on your list because Hank Phillippi Ryan is at the top of her game.”
—Samantha Downing, USA Today bestselling author of My Lovely Wife and He Started It
“The First to Lie is a masterfully twisty tale full of all my favorite things: interesting women, family secrets, and well-plotted
revenge. Start reading early, because you will tear through the pages of this breathless, keep-you-up-all-night thriller.”
—Jennifer Hillier, award-winning author of Jar of Hearts and Little Secrets
“With flawless pacing and impeccable character development, Hank Phillippi Ryan delivers yet another powerful, relevant story
of deceit, betrayal, and the extent to which someone will go to right the wrongs they have suffered. The First to Lie is a
magnificent, intricately plotted thriller that will have you questioning everyone’s motives until the stunning ending.”
—Samantha M. Bailey, bestselling author of Woman on the Edge
“A must-read for thriller lovers--the compelling and twist-filled plot fearlessly delves into the intersections of revenge and family
secrets."
—Vanessa Lillie, bestselling author of Little Voices and For the Best
“Ryan delivers a mystery plotting masterclass that had me guessing (incorrectly) right up until the end. Expert pacing, richly
drawn characters, and seamless storytelling are just some of the ingredients that make this novel impossible to put down.
Fabulous!”
—Hannah Mary McKinnon, internationally bestselling author of Sister Dear
"In THE FIRST TO LIE, Hank Philippi Ryan intricately weaves the past and the present into a compelling tale of deception. True
to form, Ryan masterfully escalates the suspense in this smart, twisty thriller. With jaw-dropping discoveries, THE FIRST TO LIE
will shock even the savviest of suspense readers. Ryan’s best yet."
—Heather Gudenkauf, New York Times bestselling author of The Weight of Silence
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We all have our reasons for being who we are—but what if being someone else could get you what you want?
After a devastating betrayal, a young woman sets off on an obsessive path to justice, no matter what dark family secrets are
revealed. What she doesn’t know—she isn’t the only one plotting her revenge.
An affluent daughter of privilege. A glamorous manipulative wannabe. A determined reporter, in too deep. A grieving widow
who must choose her new reality. Who will be the first to lie? And when the stakes are life and death, do a few lies really matter?
With THE FIRST TO LIE, Hank Phillippi Ryan has once again spun a stunning new psychological standalone that will be
devoured by fans who’ll rip through the pages—and be left to be gasping at the final twists. Only Ryan—who critics have dubbed
“a master at crafting superb suspense”—could combine her award-winning reporting skills and story-telling talent to blend this
compelling combination of suspense, a mystery of identity and trust, and the shifting versions of the truth.

Praise for Hank Phillippi Ryan:
"Ryan is a master working at the top of her game.” —Riley Sager
Praise for THE MURDER LIST:
“A cracker of a read—her best yet!” —BA Paris
“A fireworks display of a novel: exciting, explosive, relentless—and likely to leave you gasping.” —A J Finn
“Twisty, complex unfailingly entertaining.” —William Landay “An exhilarating thrill ride.” —Liv Constantine
“Masterly plotted—with a twisted ending—a riveting, character-driven story. A must-read.” —Library Journal, starred review
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co Controls:
Material:

Thriller/Mystery
Kristin Sevick
Lisa Gallagher
UK & Translation
Final PDF

ALSO AVAILABLE:
TRUST ME Sold to:

Ebury Press (UK, publishing as Anna Ryan), Newton Compton (Italian), Global Group (Compl. Chinese)

The award-winning Jane Ryland series, SAY NO MORE, WHAT YOU SEE, TRUTH BE TOLD, THE WRONG GIRL, THE OTHER
WOMAN
TRUTH BE TOLD Sold to:
Ecus (Compl. Chinese)
THE WRONG GIRL Sold to:
Ecus (Compl. Chinese)
THE OTHER WOMAN Sold to:
Piatkus (UK), Konyvmolyk Epzo (Hungarian), Exmo (Russian), Egmont (German), Ecus
(Compl. Chinese)

Hank Phillippi Ryan is a USA Today bestselling author. She has won five Agatha Awards, in addition to the
Anthony, Macavity, Daphne du Maurier, and Mary Higgins Clark Award for her bestselling mystery novels. Along
with her 34 Emmys and14 Edward R. Murrow awards, Hank has received dozens of other honors for her groundbreaking investigative journalism. A former president of Sisters in Crime and founder of MWA University, she
lives in Boston with her husband, a nationally renowned civil rights and criminal defense attorney.
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MANYWHERE
Morgan Thomas
MCD/FSG, January 2022

Advance Praise for MANYWHERE:
“I was floored by MANYWHERE, a collection of fiction so mind-blowingly great that I could think of nothing else for days after
reading it. Each story on its own is a gem, glimmering and precious to behold, but gathered together here it's a profusion of
diamonds. The book is very queer, very well-written, and very goddamn good. Morgan Thomas is a wildly talented writer and
MANYWHERE is a knockout.”
—Kristen Arnett, author of Mostly Dead Things and With Teeth

Lush and uncompromising stories about characters crossing geographical borders and gender binaries.
The nine stories in Morgan Thomas's shimmering debut collection Manywhere witness Southern queer and genderqueer
characters determined to find themselves reflected in the annals of history, at whatever cost. As each character traces
deceit and violence through tall tales and their own pasts, their journeys reveal the porous boundaries of body, land, and
history, and the sometimes ruthless awakenings of self-discovery.
A trans woman finds her independence through the purchase of a pregnancy bump. A young Virginian flees their
relationship, choosing instead to immerse themselves in the life of an intersex person from colonial-era Jamestown. A
young writer tries to evade the murky and violent legacy of an ancestor, who supposedly disappeared into a midwifery
bag. And in the uncanny title story, a young trans person brings home a replacement daughter for their elderly father.
Winding between reinvention and remembrance, transition and transcendence, these origin stories rebound across
centuries. With warm, meticulous emotional intelligence, Morgan Thomas's Manywhere uncovers how the stories we
borrow to understand ourselves in turn shape the people we become. Ushering in a new form of queer mythmaking, Manywhere introduces a storyteller of uncommon range and talent.
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:

Short Stories
Jackson Howard
Meredith Kaffel Simonoff
UK & Translation
Final Manuscript

Morgan Thomas is a writer from the Gulf Coast. Their work has appeared in Electric Literature, them.com, the Kenyon Review
Online, the Ploughshares blog, and Storyquarterly. They’ve received support from the Bread Loaf Work-Study Program and the
Fulbright Foundation. They live in Portland.
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MOTHER DAUGHTER WIDOW
WIFE
Robin Wasserman

Scribner, July 2020 / paperback July 2021
One of Buzzfeed’s Most Highly Anticipated Books of 2020
One of Lit Hub’s and The Millions’ Most Anticipated Books of 2020
TIME Best Book of Summer 2020
Featured in The Wall Street Journal’s “Five Novels Challenge Assumptions About
Women in Midlife”

**Finalist for the 2021 PEN/Faulkner Award for Fiction**
**Mother Daughter Widow Wife Limited Series from Robin Wasserman & Sharon
Hall in Works at Sony Pictures TV**

From the author of Girls on Fire comes a “sharp and soulful and ferociously insightful” (Leslie Jamison) novel
centered around a woman with no memory, the scientists studying her, and the daughter who longs to
understand.
Wendy Doe is a woman with no past and no future. Without any memory of who she is, she’s diagnosed with dissociative
fugue, a temporary amnesia that could lift at any moment—or never at all—and invited by Dr. Benjamin Strauss to submit
herself for experimental observation at his Meadowlark Institute for Memory Research. With few better options, Wendy
feels she has no choice.
To Dr. Strauss, Wendy is a female body, subject to his investigation and control. To Strauss’s ambitious student, Lizzie
Epstein, she’s an object of fascination, a mirror of Lizzie’s own desires, and an invitation to wonder: once a woman is
untethered from all past and present obligations of womanhood, who is she allowed to become?
To Alice, the daughter she left behind, Wendy Doe is an absence so present it threatens to tear Alice’s world apart. Through
their attempts to untangle Wendy’s identity—as well as her struggle to construct a new self—Wasserman has crafted an
“artful meditation on memory and identity” (The New York Times Book Review) and a journey of discovery, reckoning, and
reclamation. “A timely examination of memory, womanhood and power,” (Time) Mother Daughter Widow Wife will leave
you “utterly riveted” (BuzzFeed).
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:

Literary Fiction
Kathy Belden
Meredith Kaffel Simonoff
UK & Translation
Final PDF

ALSO AVAILABLE:
GIRLS ON FIRE, HarperCollins 2016
Sold to:
Little, Brown (UK), People's Press (Denmark), Rocco (Brazil), Fayard (France), Prószyński
(Poland), Planeta Mexico (world Spanish), HarperCollins Italia, Ripoll Classic (Russia)
Robin Wasserman is the author of Girls on Fire, an NPR and BuzzFeed Best Book of the Year. She is a graduate of
Harvard College with a Master’s in the history of science. She lives in Los Angeles, where she writes for television.
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Praise for MOTHER DAUGHTER WIDOW WIFE
“Mother Daughter Widow Wife is suspenseful, deeply intelligent, and thoroughly engrossing. Robin Wasserman’s novel explores
the complexities of memory and identity with unflinching clarity and deep compassion.” —Tom Perrotta, author of Mrs.
Fletcher
“Mother Daughter Widow Wife is an utterly enthralling piece of music, sharp and soulful and ferociously insightful all at once,
uncompromising in its willingness to look at the dark pulse lurking inside every love. This singular, spellbinding novel is not
only an investigation of how female intimacy plays out across landscapes shaped by male power and desire, but an exploration
of identity itself—the complicated alchemies of narrative, memory, desire, enthrallment and betrayal that compose us all.”
—Leslie Jamison, author of The Empathy Exams and Make it Scream, Make it Burn
“Robin Wasserman’s Mother Daughter Widow Wife is an elegant postulate on the myriad ways we abandon ourselves. Whether
disassociating from our bodies during sex, betraying who we believe ourselves to be in the quest to achieve more or losing an
entire lifetime of memories, Wasserman’s deft narrative braids her characters’ disparate attempts at escape into a single, moving
pluralism: we spend our lives constructing elaborate ‘selves’ only to find that the palaces we’ve built may also be our prisons.
Wasserman has an unique gift for describing the turbulent intersection of love and need, hinting that the freedom we seek may
only be the freedom to change.” —Liz Phair, author of Horror Stories
“For a novel so steeped in questions of identity, and so engaged in exploring how the roles we inhabit—and are forced to
inhabit—inform the construction of self, it’s fitting that Mother, Daughter, Widow, Wife satisfies on a multitude of seemingly
incongruent levels: as riveting page-turner; as psychologically rich and emotionally nuanced portrait of intersecting lives; as
intellectually dazzling meditation on memory and trauma. As in the novels of Jennifer Egan, Jonathan Lethem, and Dana Spiotta,
these elements are somehow seamlessly fused. I’d venture the reason is Wasserman’s prose, which moves at the speed of
synapses firing, and is spunky and lyrical and beautifully, humanly alive.” —Adam Wilson, author of Flatscreen and What’s
Important Is Feeling
“Mother Daughter Widow Wife is more than a compelling novel; it's a psychological engagement with the pressing question of
what it means to occupy a woman's body. Wasserman has given us the whole package: a book that makes you both think and
feel, with a story driven by the radically mysterious movements of the human heart.” —Lydia Peelle, author of The Midnight
Cool
“[An] artful meditation on memory and identity.... The polyphonic narrative structure feels suitable for a novel that draws
heavily on musical composition, particularly Bach’s fugues, which Wasserman adeptly uses to illustrate the tractile nature of
memory.... Wasserman’s ability to weave big ideas seamlessly into plot is impressive.” —The New York Times Book Review
"For readers of stylish psychological thrillers." —Library Journal
“Wasserman’s shrewd, beguiling follow-up to Girls on Fire unpacks the ways three women’s lives are affected by a sexual
predator…. This examination of how one man in power can abuse the women closest to him delivers the goods." —Publishers
Weekly
“Wasserman asks big questions about how well we can really know another person, the nature of truth as it relates to memory,
and what this all means for how we perceive ourselves… An excellent book discussion choice." —Booklist
"In Wasserman’s timely examination of memory, womanhood and power, Wendy’s daughter sets out to find her mother — and
their situation only grows more grave." —Time Magazine
"An enthralling, gritty, and altogether unpredictable read that holds nothing back … You will be utterly riveted.” —Buzzfeed, one
of the Most Highly Anticipated Books of 2020
“It only makes sense that Robin Wasserman is also a television writer since Mother Daughter Widow Wife opens with a premise
that is reminiscent of many a bingeable-thrillers…. Through the respective actions and viewpoints of Dr. Benjamin, his ambitious
student Lizzie, and Wendy’s daughter Alice, the reader comes to see projected onto Wendy Doe a plethora of expectations of
womanhood. For those who are fans of thriller tropes as well as deeper questions like, the concept and nature of identity itself—
whether it is socially constructed, individually fashioned, ingrained or created—this one should be on your radar.” —Eleni
Theodoropoulos, Lit Hub, one of the Most Anticipated Books of 2020
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WHEN WOMEN INVENTED
TELEVISION
The Untold Story of the Female Powerhouses
Who Pioneered the Way We Watch Today
Jennifer Keishin Armstrong
Harper, March 2021

Praise for WHEN WOMEN INVENTED TELEVISION:
“[Armstrong’s] history is fresh and welcome. Engaging and well-documented
recognition of four women’s significant impact on the emerging TV medium.”
—Kirkus Reviews
"This fast-paced and fascinating group biography will enthrall pop culture,
television, and women’s history buffs.”
—Publishers Weekly
"Focusing on the late 1940s and early ’50s, Armstrong deftly illustrates how this
quartet of women battled skepticism, sexism, and even the infamous Cold War blacklist to become vital players in the
burgeoning days of the small screen…. With crisp, electrifying prose, Armstrong recounts the hard work and struggles of
four women trailblazers who shaped the dawn of television."
—Booklist (Starred Review)
"In this compelling, well-researched work, Armstrong uncovers the role women played in developing television, fighting for
airtime as they launched sitcoms, soap operas, variety shows, and more…. Armstrong preserves an important part of
television’s—and women’s—history in this engaging book.”
—Library Journal
"Jennifer Keishin Armstrong always finds fresh relevance and excitement in pop culture, and she has really outdone herself here.
She uncovers the unexpected hidden heroines of the TV world, like others have done in the space race and national security and
the digital revolution.... An essential contribution toward a more complete, inclusive, and true history of television.”
—Sheila Weller, author of Girls Like Us: Carole King, Joni Mitchell, Carly Simon and the Journey of a Generation and Carrie
Fisher: A Life on the Edge
“When Women Invented Television turns a pivotal moment in history into a page-turner, with a depiction of four
powerhouse talents that is so vivid and detailed, you feel like you’re riding their career ups and downs along with them. The
kinescopes of their groundbreaking earliest work may be gone, but thanks to Armstrong’s clearly painstaking research, the
world now has this wonderful, preserved record of the days when visionary women brought forth the medium which so
influences our world today.”
—Jim Colucci, New York Times bestselling author of Golden Girls Forever: An Unauthorized Look Behind the Lanai
“This book leaps at the throat of television history and takes down the patriarchy with its fervent, inspired prose. Through the
eyes of Gertrude Berg, Irna Phillips, Hazel Scott, and Betty White, we see the emergence of television in all its precarious and
creative glory. Armstrong reveals that while men may dominate TV today, they do so on the backs of women who invented and
perfected the formats we love. With heart wrenching detail, When Women Invented Television offers proof that what we watch is
a reflection of who we are as a people, a medium whose founders deserve our respect.”
―Nathalia Holt, author of The Queens of Animation and Rise of the Rocket Girls
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“Armstrong's look into the powerhouses who shaped an industry reflects a respect and reverence for her subjects as much as
her dedication to calling out the social norms that worked tirelessly to keep these pioneers down. Armstrong's research is
thorough, her arguments thoughtful, and her responsibility to history unparalleled. Frankly, we're lucky to have Armstrong, an
author who so eloquently constructs a picture we might otherwise have overlooked. I adored this book, and I'd be shocked if you
don’t.” —Anne T. Donahue, author of Nobody Cares
"These profiles in creativity and courage amount to a feminist revelation, a pre-history of television that is as brightly written as
the pioneers might wish--a prize of a book, intelligent, sobering, and a delight to read.”
—Patrick McGilligan, author of Funny Man: Mel Brooks
“Just as they did in the early moving picture industry, women played key roles in the earliest days of television, although their
roles as pioneers have largely been forgotten. Armstrong corrects the record to reclaim these women’s stories and document
their influence. is rediscovered history at its finest.”
—William J. Mann, author of Tinseltown: Murder, Morphine and Madness at the Dawn of Hollywood and The Contender:
The Story of Marlon Brando
“These women not only ruled television -- their vision, skill, and talent shaped how the world's most influential contemporary
form of media would function for the next century. They understood TV as a vector where creativity and entertainment could
also inspire empathy and social change. Jennifer Keishin Armstrong has meticulously written these women back into TV history
as the genre-defining, medium-morphing titans they were.”
—Jennifer Pozner, author of Reality Bites Back and Breaking (the) News

The New York Times bestselling author of Seinfeldia tells the little-known story of four trailblazing women in the early
days of television who laid the foundation of the industry we know today
It was the Golden Age of Radio and powerful men were making millions in advertising dollars reaching thousands of listeners
every day. When television arrived, few radio moguls were interested in the upstart industry and its tiny production budgets,
and expensive television sets were out of reach for most families. But four women—each an independent visionary—saw an
opportunity and carved their own paths, and in so doing invented the way we watch tv today.
Irna Phillips turned real-life tragedy into daytime serials featuring female dominated casts. Gertrude Berg turned her radio show
into a Jewish family comedy that spawned a play, a musical, an advice column, a line of house dresses, and other products. Hazel
Scott, already a renowned musician, was the first African American to host a national evening variety program. Betty White
became a daytime talk show fan favorite and one of the first women to produce, write, and star in her own show. Together, their
stories chronicle a forgotten chapter in the history of television and popular culture.
But as the medium became more popular—and lucrative—in the wake of World War II, the House Un-American Activities
Committee arose to threaten entertainers, blacklisting many as communist sympathizers. As politics, sexism, racism, antiSemitism, and money collided, the women who invented television found themselves fighting from the margins, as men took
control. But these women were true survivors who never gave up—and thus their legacies remain with us in our televisiondominated era. It's time we reclaimed their forgotten histories and the work they did to pioneer the medium that now rules our
lives. This amazing and heartbreaking history tells it all for the first time.
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Jennifer Keishin Armstrong is the New York Times bestselling author of Seinfeldia: How a Show About
Nothing Changed Everything; Mary and Lou and Rhoda and Ted; and Sex and the City and Us: How Four Single
Women Changed the Way We Think, Live, and Love. She worked at Entertainment Weekly for a decade, and has
written for many publications, including BBC Culture, the New York Times Book Review, Vice, New York
magazine, and Billboard. She also speaks about pop culture history and creativity. She lives in New York City.
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YOUR BODY IN BALANCE

The New Science of Food, Hormones, and Health
Dr. Neal Barnard
Grand Central Publishing, February 2020 / paperback February 2021
Hidden in everyday foods are the causes of a surprising range of health problems:
infertility, weight gain, breast and prostate cancer, early puberty, and hot flashes. All
of these conditions have one thing in common: they are fueled by hormones that are
hiding in foods or are influenced in various ways by the foods we eat.
Hormones circulate in the blood and influence bodily functions. Certain hormones
influence our metabolism and whether food turns to energy or is stored as fat. They
also play major roles in cancer risk, as many women using postmenopausal hormone
treatments have tragically learned.
Surprisingly, there are traces of hormones in everyday foods. And some foods that do
not contain hormones can nonetheless have a major influence on how hormones
work in your body.
This book shows where unwanted hormones are coming from and how they cause
menstrual cramps and weight gain, and more serious concerns, such as infertility, polycystic ovaries, and cancer. It explains how
readers can easily adjust their diets to get back in balance. This book also lets readers know when food is not the issue and when
medical care is the way to go.
The book includes hormone-balancing recipes. All are low-fat and vegan, drawn from familiar ingredients for easy preparation
and accompanied by nutrient analyses.
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Editor:
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Health/Cookbook
Leah Miller
Brian DeFiore
UK & Translation
Final PDF
ROK Media (Korean), Zalozba Planet (Slovenian), Hodder & Stoughton (UK), Znak (Polish)

ALSO AVAILABLE:
THE VEGAN STARTER KIT, Grand Central 2018
Sold to:
Han Shian Culture (Compl. Chinese), Grijalbo Vital (Spanish), Epsilon Publishing (Turkish)
DR. NEAL BARNARD’S COOKBOOK FOR REVERSING DIABETES, Rodale, 2018
Sold to:
Persimmon Cultural (Compl. Chinese), Urano (Spanish), Narayana (German)
THE CHEESE TRAP, Grand Central, 2017
Sold to:
Penguen Kitap Kaset (Turkish), Urano (Spanish), Zalozba Planet (Slovenian), Studio Astropsychologii
(Polish), Sonda(Italian), Narayana Verlag (German), Jarir Bookstore (Arabic)
POWER FOODS FOR THE BRAIN, Grand Central Life & Style, 2013
Sold to:
Iztok-Zapad (Bulgarian), Yuan-Liou Publishing (Compl. Chinese), Computer Press (Czech),
Narayana (German), Edizioni Sonda (Italian), Bookie Publishing (Korean), Alma Littera (Lithuanian),
Studio Astropsychologii (Polish), Exmo (Russian), Pegasus (Turkish)
Dr. Neal Barnard is president of the Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine, and a faculty member of the
George Washington University School of Medicine. He was featured in the hit documentaries Super Size Me and
Forks Over Knives.
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NOT AFRAID

The Evolution of Eminem
Anthony Bozza

Da Capo Press, November 2019 / paperback December 2020
“The way Marshall creates has changed over the years, but it’s been very gradual.
He’s always been a hard worker, and that’s never really changed. But his hard work
doesn’t just come from the fact that he’s got an incredible work ethic; it’s more the
fact that when he’s passionate about something, that is what he enjoys doing more
than anything else. Yes, making music is his work, but it’s also his passion and his
hobby. It’s what makes him tick.”
—Paul Rosenberg, Eminem’s long-time manager and friend
The sequel to the New York Times bestseller WHATEVER YOU SAY I AM,
chronicling the last 20 years of rapper Eminem's life, based on new, exclusive
interviews with the artist, his friends, family, and associates
In 1999, a former dishwasher from Detroit became the most influential music
artist in the world. Eminem’s dexterity, wit and honest turned him into one of the
biggest-selling artists of all time and changed the landscape of music and pop
culture as we know it.
Then, in 2006, at the height of his fame, he all but disappeared. Beset by non-stop controversies, bewildering fame, a debilitating
drug problem and personal tragedies, he withdrew from the world. Over the next decade, he struggled and suffered through
what he would call his “wilderness years” but eventually managed to get sober, get clean and get, triumphantly, back to the top.
Not Afraid is the definitive account of that story.
In this revelatory book, which follows on directly from the bestselling Whatever You Say I Am, rock journalist Anthony Bozza
chronicles the personal and spiritual growth of one of music’s most enduring and enigmatic artists through the insights of those
closest to him, including Royce da 5’9”, LL Cool J, Mr Porter, Paul Rosenberg and other friends, family and associates.
Capturing Eminem’s toughest years in his own words, Not Afraid is a uniquely intimate portrait of an incredibly private man
known by many to be the greatest rapper alive.
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ALSO AVAILABLE:
WHATEVER YOU SAY I AM Sold to: Heyne (German), WSOY (Finnish), Ekstra (Danish), Santillana (Spanish), Einaudi (Italy),
Editions Denoel (French), VIP Boeken (Dutch), Ghinko Music (Japanese)
Anthony Bozza is the author of several New York Times and Sunday Times bestselling books,
including Whatever You Say I Am: The Life and Times of Eminem, Play On: Now, Then and Fleetwood Mac (with
Mick Fleetwood), Tommy Land (with Tommy Lee) and Slash: The Autobiography (with Slash). He lives in New
York City.
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FAIR PAY

David Buckmaster
HarperBusiness, June 2021

Praise for FAIR PAY:
"Take it from an insider: Companies don’t compete for wages; they coordinate, making
sure that employees are left in the dark. While most people might prefer not to know how
sausages are made, knowing how wages are made is crucial for every employee. A mustread for employees and policymakers who believe that reforming the system remains
possible."
—Katharina Pistor, author of The Code of Capital: How the Law Creates Wealth and
Inequality
"David Buckmaster describes why the current system of pay is broken and what to do
about it. Fair Pay is a timely and important call to action, especially for business leaders
whose workers make too little to make ends meet."
—Zeynep Ton, author of The Good Jobs Strategy
"In order to know your worth, you need to know how comp works. Anyone who reads
this book is in for a treat. David Buckmaster’s unique insight as a corporate pay leader
teaches us what the person on the other side of the pay negotiation table is really
thinking, and how to make sure you get what you deserve.”
—Claire Wasserman, author of Ladies Get Paid

An expert takes on the crisis of income inequality, addressing the problems with our current compensation model,
demystifying pay practices, and providing practical information employees can use when negotiating their salaries and
discussing how we can close the gender and racial pay gap.
American workers are suffering economically and fewer are earning a living wage. The situation is only worsening. We do not
have a common language to talk about pay, how it works at most companies, or a cohesive set of practical solutions for making
pay more fair. Most blame the greed of America’s executive class, the ineptitude of government, or a general lack of personal
motivation.
But the negative effects of income inequality are a problem that can be solved. We don’t have to choose between effective
government policy and the free market, between the working class and the job creators, or between socialism and capitalism,
David Buckmaster, the Director of Global Compensation for Nike, argues. We do not have to give up on fixing what people are
paid. Ideas like Universal Basic Income will not be enough to avoid the severe cultural disruption coming our way.
Buckmaster examines income inequality through the design and distribution of income itself. He explains why businesses are
producing no meaningful wage growth, regardless of the unemployment rate and despite sitting on record piles of cash and the
lowest tax rates in a generation . He pulls back the curtain on how corporations make decisions about wages and provides
practical solutions—as well as the corporate language—workers need to get the best results when talking about money with a
boss.
The way pay works now will not overcome our most persistent pay challenges, including low and stagnant wages, unequal pay
by race and gender, and executive pay levels untethered from the realities of the average worker. The compensation system is
working as designed, but that system is broken.
Fair Pay opens the corporate black box of pay decisions to show why businesses pay what they pay and how to make them pay
more.
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David Buckmaster is an expert on pay. He has led corporate compensation teams at companies like Nike, Starbucks, and Yum!
Brands, and worked with business leaders on pay projects all over the world. Buckmaster was named to the global shortlist of
the 2018 Financial Times and McKinsey & Company Bracken Bower Prize for emerging business writers.
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THE SILHOUETTE SOLUTION
96 Outfits on 4 Hangers
Brenda Cooper
Clarkson Potter, December 2021

If Marie Kondo, Stacy London, and Brene Brown wrote a book together, the end product might just be The Silhouette Solution: 96
Outfits on 4 Hangers. Based on the highly effective system of dressing Emmy-award winning costume designer and celebrity
stylist Brenda Cooper developed early in her career, The Silhouette Solution shares a radically simple program intended to help
women feel as good on the inside as they look on the outside. Comprised of just four tops, four bottoms, and eight pairs of shoes,
the system’s strategically chosen garments are designed to be universally flattering on all shapes and sizes, easy to source, and
extremely versatile – without breaking the bank.
While the system espouses a certain brand of minimalism, it does so with a larger purpose in mind – to transform a woman’s
daily dressing routine from a stressful, confusing, and disempowering event to one filled with joy, freedom, and confidence.
Employing the same techniques she uses with her clients to help them de-clutter their minds before tackling their closets,
Brenda encourages women to let go of their disempowering false beliefs in exchange for ones that are more accepting and loving
towards themselves and their bodies. Deftly blending light self-help with a practical guide to style in a way that transcends
category lines, The Silhouette Solution provides the unique opportunity to publish a book that is as appealing to readers of The
Gifts of Imperfection as it is to fans of The Curated Closet.
Having used the basis for The Silhouette Solution in Hollywood circles for over two decades, numerous celebrities have already
endorsed her method, including Jamie Lee Curtis, Rosie O’Donnell, and Fran Drescher, who contributed a generous foreword and
had this to say: “Brenda’s system is a life-saver for every woman who has struggled to be inventive with the clothes in her closet.
I can’t tell you how Brenda’s style genius has liberated me.” With her numerous connections to traditional media, partnerships
with recognizable brands (like Bloomingdale’s, Estee Lauder, and Sara Lee), and prominent clientele at the ready to promote for
her, Brenda is perfectly poised to do for women’s wardrobes what Marie Kondo did for home organization.
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Brenda Cooper is a renowned celebrity stylist, color expert, and Emmy-award winning costume designer best known for
creating the iconic looks of the hit TV show The Nanny. Recognized throughout the fashion and entertainment industries for
creating dressing systems that are simple without being simplistic, Brenda’s fashion expertise is regularly featured by national
print and television outlets. She currently lives in Los Angeles and serves as the lead costume designer for the NBC reality show
Better Late Than Never.
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STORY OR DIE

How to Use Brain Science to Engage,
Persuade, and Change Minds in Business and
in Life
Lisa Cron
Ten Speed, March 2021
Praise for STORY OR DIE:
"A practical, heartfelt manual for anyone who needs to change minds and
actions. Lisa Cron shares the art of practical empathy with leaders who
care enough to make a difference."
—Seth Godin, author of The Practice
“Lisa Cron is authoritative, compelling, and always worth listening to. If
storytelling is important to your work in any way, Story or Die is essential
reading.”
—Andy Goodman, director of The Goodman Center
"Since ancient times (and childhood bedtime, for that matter), we’ve
known that stories are humans’ most compelling force. Now, in Story or
Die, Lisa Cron masterfully shows you how to turn your stories into an
unstoppable force of persuasion.”
—Jay Heinrichs, author of Thank You for Arguing
"Lisa Cron has studied the science and architecture of powerful stories for decades. In Story or Die, she translates her knowledge
into a compelling storytelling guide for anyone with an idea to spread or a cause to advance. If you want to change how others
see the world, then this book will show you how."
—Bernadette Jiwa, creator of The Story Skills Workshop

A step-by-step guide to using the brain's hardwired desire for story to achieve any goal, whether it's successfully
pitching a product, saving the planet, or convincing your kids not to text and drive, from the author of Wired for Story.
Story isn't just one way to persuade, it's the way. It's built into the architecture of the brain, and has been since early humans
gathered around the campfire, trying to figure out if that rustling in the bushes really was a lion. But to fully wield the power of
story at will, you must first understand how story is working in your brain--not metaphorically, but biologically.
In Story or Die, author, speaker, and story coach Lisa Cron decodes the power of story, examining how story and the brain
evolved in tandem; why well-told stories were, and continue to be, key to our survival; and what grabs us in a good story. (It's
very different from what we think.) She then takes readers, step by step, through the process of creating their own story--a story
with the power to call even the most challenging audience, no matter their tribe, to action. Along the way, Cron explains what
your brain craves in a story, how to pinpoint your audience's hidden resistance, and why all roads lead to an aha moment. In
doing so, she teaches you how to enthrall, persuade, promote, educate, inspire, and most important, better understand yourself
and every decision you make.
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WIRED FOR STORY Sold to: Briefing Press (Compl. Chinese), Beijing Huazhang (Simpl. Chinese), Editorial Milrazones
(Spanish), Alpina Publisher (Russian), Wooogjin Think Big Co. (Korean), Film Art Sha (Japanese)
STORY GENIUS Sold to: Thinkingdom Media (Simpl. Chinese), Film Art Sha (Japanese), Cheomnetworks (Korean), Sola
Publishing (Turkish)

Lisa Cron is the author of Story Genius and Wired for Story. Her popular video tutorial, Writing Fundamentals: The
Craft of Story, can be found at Lynda.com. Her talk, “Wired for Story,” opened Furman University’s 2014 TEDx
Conference. She’s a monthly blogger at Writer Unboxed, one of the 101 Best Websites for Writers by Writer’s
Digest. Cron is an instructor in the UCLA Extension Writers’ Program. She graduated from U.C. Berkeley, spent a
decade in publishing, and worked as a story consultant for Warner Brothers, Village Roadshow, Icon, and others.
www.wiredforstory.com
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CHEEKY

A Head-to-Toe Memoir
Ariella Elovic
Bloomsbury, December 2020

One of Publishers Weekly’s Top 10 Comics & Graphic Novels of Fall 2020
Praise for CHEEKY:
“I love Ariella Elovic’s exultant illustrations! Cheeky is a heartening companion for
those of us who still find the concept of self-love elusive, for people with soulful,
knowing boobs, and for anyone who has ever wanted to take a bath in a sidecar of sour
cream.” —Melissa Broder, author of The Pisces, So Sad Today, and the
forthcoming Milk Fed
“I really wish I (and my butt!) had had this (gross and hilarious!) book when I was
young.” —NYT bestselling author Samantha Irby, author of Wow, No Thank You
“A spectacularly illustrated bodily memoir of everything we are not supposed to talk about, inside and out. Ariella Elovic helps
us find confidence in our own journey to love our own bodies and selves as they are, head to toe. Lush, vivid, inspiring, and
powerful!” —NYT bestselling illustrator Wendy MacNaughton, illustrator of The Gutsy Girl and Salt Fat Acid Heat
“Ariella Elovic’s CHEEKY is a very funny—and very touching—adventure in self-acceptance. I’d recommend it to anyone who’s
ever sprouted a hair.” — New Yorker cartoonist Liana Finck, author of Excuse Me and Passing for Human
“An entertaining, jubilantly body-positive memoir.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Elovic navigates her relationship with every inch of her body in her spirited debut . . . this chummy memoir will appeal broadly
to comics readers, as well as any fan of lighthearted feminist memoir.” ―Publishers Weekly
The funny, exuberant, inspiring antidote to body shame-a full-color graphic memoir celebrating the imperfections of
the author's female body in all its glory.
Too tall. Too short. Too fat. Too thin. The message is everywhere-we need to pluck, wax, shrink, and hide ourselves, to not take
up space, emotionally or literally; women are never “just right.” Well, Ariella Elovic, feminist and illustrator extraordinaire, has
had enough. In her full-color graphic memoir Cheeky, she takes an inspiring and exuberant head-to-toe look at her own body
self-consciousness, and body part by body part, finds her way back to herself.
How does Ariella learn not to see herself as a never-finished DIY project, but to accept and even love the physical attributes
society taught her to hide? How does a mirror go from a “black hole of critique” to a “who's that girl” moment? Essential to her
journey is her posse of girlfriends, her “yentas.” Together, they discover that sharing “imperfections” and some of the gross and
“unsightly” things our bodies produce can be a source of endless laughs and deep bonding. It helps to have a team with some
outside perspectives to keep our inner bullies in check.
Charming and hilarious, full of empathy and candor, and gorgeously illustrated, Cheeky aims to inspire women everywhere to
embrace their bodies, flaws and all, and also their respective bodies' needs, desires, and inherent power.
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Ariella Elovic holds a BFA in Communication Design from Washington University in St. Louis. Her work has been featured
by Teen Vogue, Refinery29, Buzzfeed, KAAST, and Womanly Magazine. Ariella has collaborated with various female-interest
brands, including Lunette Cup, What’s In Your Box, Lunapads, and Cora for Women. She lives in New York.
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PROPELLED
How Boredom, Frustration, and Anticipation Lead
Us to the Good Life
Andreas Elpidorou
Oxford University Press, June 2020
A Kirkus Reviews’ Best Indie Books of 2020
and a Best Indie Nonfiction of 2020: Nonfiction

Praise for PROPELLED:
“Intriguing… Elpidorou is rigorously thoughtful and quotably readable… The cumulative
effect is a strong and ultimately persuasive case that when life gives you lemons,
you should simply value the lemons—a counterintuitive argument, to be sure, but one
that the author convincingly backs up over the course of his book. A smart and thoughtprovoking reassessment of the value of boredom and frustration.”
—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
"An astute and lively investigation, as Elpidorou delicately locks together the puzzle pieces of boredom, frustration and anticipation to
reveal their vital roles in the pursuit of happiness."
—Mary Mann, author of Yawn: Adventures in Boredom
"In an age in which people are hungry for happiness, Elpidorou offers a provocative thesis: that some unpleasant
emotional experiences such as frustration and boredom are central to the good life. He illustrates his points with examples from
pop culture icons such as Christopher Nolan and Ariana Grande. The foundation of his book, however, is an expert reporting
of research from psychology, economics, and philosophy.“
—Dr. Robert Biswas-Diener, author of The Upside of Your Dark Side
"Engaging, erudite, instructive, and abounding with insight, Propelled takes a fresh look at unloved emotions and demonstrates their
key roles in a life worth living. Essential reading for anyone interested in emotions, and for all of us who suspect that there is more to
the good life than good cheer."
—Dr. Jesse Prinz, Distinguished Professor of Philosophy at the City University of New York, Graduate Center and author of Gut
Reactions

Boredom, frustration, and anticipation are good for us: they’re indispensable tools in our quest to live the good life. This seemingly
preposterous idea is eloquently and convincingly defended in PROPELLED. Philosophy professor Andreas Elpidorou weaves together
stories from art and literature, mathematical and scientific discoveries, human and animal behavior, video games, and psychology
and neuroscience in order to illustrate the value of boredom, frustration, and anticipation. PROPELLED shows that in order to live a
good life we need to experience boredom and frustration. We also need to anticipate, wait for, and long for future events. Ubiquitous
satisfaction and instant fulfillment of our desires don’t make our lives better. They make them worse!
Boredom, frustration, and anticipation aren’t unpleasant accidents of our lives. They’re neither superfluous nor necessarily
burdensome psychological states that we should try to eliminate. Instead, they’re the elements of a good life. They illuminate
our desires and expectations and inform us when we find ourselves stuck in unpleasant and unfulfilling situations. Importantly, they’re
also the incentives we need to get out of such traps. Boredom, frustration, and anticipation aren’t obstacles to our goals. They’re our
guides. They keep us motivated. They propel us into lives that are truly our own.
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Andreas Elpidorou is an associate professor of philosophy at the University of Louisville. His piece
about boredom, “The Quiet Alarm” appeared in Aeon in July 2015 and sparked worldwide attention. He has
been featured in Nature, Fast Company, Business Insider, Psychology Today, and more. He holds a BS in
physics from the University of Virginia, and a PhD in philosophy from Boston University. He was the recipient
of a Fulbright scholarship (2002-6), a Leventis Foundation scholarship (2009-11), and an Earhart
Foundation fellowship (2012-13). He was a junior visiting fellow at Institut für die Wissenschaften vom
Menschen in Austria.
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EAT FOR LIFE

The Breakthrough Nutrient-Rich Program for
Longevity, Disease Reversal, and Sustained
Weight Loss
Joel Fuhrman, M.D.
HarperOne, March 2020 / paperback December 2020

Add years to your life and life to your years with #1 New York
Times bestselling author Dr. Joel Fuhrman no-nonsense, results-driven
nutrition plan that will help you look and feel your best inside and out.
Eat for Life is the first book to showcase Dr. Joel Fuhrman’s Nutritarian Diet in
full—the most practical, balanced, and focused way to eat, lose weight, and live
longer. Emphasizing high-nutrient, whole plant foods that supply abundant
amounts of micronutrients, it can broken down into a simple equation: H =
N/C. Or, Health= Nutrient intake per Calorie consumed.
Most Americans are deficient in micronutrients (vitamins and minerals) and consume too many macronutrients (calories).
Natural, colorful plant foods contain the largest assortment of micronutrients, including anti-cancer phytochemicals. When
consumed in large quantities every day, these plant foods are proven to decrease cravings, reverse the symptoms of nearly
every disease, and maintain ideal weight. The Nutritarian Diet helps you shed more pounds, reach lower cholesterol and
blood pressure levels, reverse diabetes better, and reduce hunger and cravings more than any other program available.
Combining Dr. Fuhrman’s wise food and lifestyle advice with his famously straightforward, practical recipes, Eat for Life is
a daily guide to eating well, a healthy cookbook and meal plan, and a blunt kick-in-the-butt to help you take control of your
health destiny. All people—sick or healthy, overweight or slim, young or old—can benefit from this plan. Eat for Life will
help our bodies to thrive and experience a modern miracle: a long, disease-free life without heart disease, strokes,
dementia, or even cancer.
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FAST FOOD GENOCIDE Sold to: Narayana (German), Hakwon Publishing (Korean), Illuminatio Lukasz Kierus (Polish)
Also available: THE EAT TO LIVE QUICK AND EASY COOKBOOK (see Backlist for full info)
Praise for FAST FOOD GENOCIDE:
“Dr. Fuhrman connects the dots not only between food and our obesity and diabetes epidemic, but food and almost everything that’s
wrong with our society.” ―Mark Hyman, MD, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Eat Fat, Get Thin
“Joel Fuhrman has long been a leader in nutritional medicine, and… with his guidance, we can turn the tide on our most critical
health problems.” ―Neal Barnard, MC, FACC

Joel Fuhrman specializes in preventing and reversing disease through nutritional and natural methods. He is
the president of the Nutritional Research Foundation. He is the author several books, including the New York
Times bestsellers Eat to Live, Eat to Live Cookbook, Super Immunity, The End of Diabetes, and The End of Heart
Disease. www.drfuhrman.com
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HOW TO BE FEARLESS
(In 7 Simple Steps)
Jessica Hagy

Sasquatch Books, August 2021
Praise for HOW TO BE FEARLESS:
"This book is my new chart-therapist. It's exactly the advice I needed
right now."
—Michelle Rial, author of Am I Overthinking This?
"Jessica faces down fear and invites in courage with humour, heart
and visual delight. This truly is a book where a picture can be worth
a thousand words.”
—Michael Bungay Stanier, author of The Coaching Habit
"Using her cheeky signature graphs, Hagy keenly outlines the 7 steps
that will desaturate your fear and alter the way you approach each
day: with fresh purpose, power, and clarity.”
—Meera Lee Patel, author of My Friend Fear and Start Where You
Are
Returning to what made her book How to Be Interesting so successful, artist Jessica Hagy has written HOW TO BE FEARLESS, an
illustrated guide to going from stuck to unstoppable by banishing worry and becoming your best self. Full of energy and
optimism, HOW TO BE FEARLESS takes readers by the hand and confidently sets them on the path to fulfilling their dreams.
Anyone feeling unsure or hesitant — and that’s all of us at one time or another — will find the encouraging push they need to
exceed their potential.
For fans of Lee Crutchley’s How to Be Happy (Or at Least Less Sad) (TarcherPerigee), Elena Bower’s Practice You (Sounds True),
and Mari Andrews’ Am I There Yet? (Clarkson Potter), HOW TO BE FEARLESS makes a great gift for oneself or anyone who needs
a pick-me-up.
Praise for Jessica Hagy:
“With just a few arrows, circles, and tart words, Jessica Hagy makes more sense of the human condition than the rest of us
combined. I suspect she is a genius.”
—Stephen J. Dubner, author of Freakonomics
“Google her. It’s worth it.”
—Seth Godin, author of The Dip and Linchpin
“If there's a thinker to steal from, it's Jessica Hagy.”
—Austin Kleon, author of Steal Like An Artist and Show Your Work
Category:
Editor:
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Hannah Elnan
Laurie Abkemeier
Translation
Page Proofs
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Previous books
THE ART OF WAR VISUALIZED: THE SUN TZU CLASSIC IN CHARTS AND GRAPHS (Workman, 2015)
Ediouro Publicacoes (Brazil Portuguese), Knigomania (Bulgarian), Department Marabout (French), Key Books (Greek),
Manjul (Indian), PT Gramedia Pustaka (Indonesian), Discover 21 (Japanese), Argoning Media (Korean), Editorial Oceano
(Mexican Spanish), Mann, Ivanov and Ferber (Russian), Ranok (Ukrainian)
HOW TO BE INTERESTING (IN 10 SIMPLE STEPS) (Workman, 2013)
Ediouro Publicacoes (Brazil Portuguese), Knigomania (Bulgarian), Heliopolis and New World Press (Simpl. and Complex
Chinese), Albatros Media (Czech), Unieboek (Dutch), Editions L’Homme (Canada French), PT Gramedia Utama (Indonesian),
Argoning Media (Korean), Mann, Ivanov and Ferber (Russian), Jariri Bookstore (Saudi Arabian/Arabic), by Santillana
Ediciones (Spanish), We Learn (Thai), Rose Books (Vietnamese)
Jessica Hagy is an artist and writer best known for her Webby Award-winning blog, Indexed. Her book How
to Be Interesting: (In 10 Simple Steps) (Workman, 2013) has sold more than 159,000 copies and has been
translated into more than a dozen languages. It has been carried by various specialty retailers, from
Urban Outfitters to FedEx. She has also illustrated others’ works, including Seth Godin’s Linchpin and Jason
Oberholtzer’s The Hustle Economy.
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BLINDSIGHT

The (Mostly) Hidden Ways Marketing Reshapes
Our Brains
Matt Johnson, PhD and Prince Ghuman
BenBella Books, May 2020

Praise for BLINDSIGHT:
"Ghuman and Johnson's BLINDSIGHT is beautifully written and fascinating—a
behind-the-scenes tour of the marketing schemes designed to cajole, sway, and hook
us...BLINDSIGHT teaches us how to be smarter consumers who make wise decisions
that will ultimately leave us happier, wealthier, and healthier." ―Adam Alter, New
York Times Best-Selling Author of Drunk Tank Pink and Irresistible
"Deftly mixing neuroscience, psychology and fun stories, Blindsight is a delight to
read; it will grip you from the start, and leave you feeling smarter."
―Rich Karlgaard, Publisher, Forbes Magazine
Today’s brands know more about how your brain works than you do. Isn’t it
time to level the playing field?
We think of ourselves as independent actors making objective decisions. But many external factors—from the colors we see, to
the music we hear, to the stories we’re told—impact our “objective” perception and buying behavior down to the most
fundamental, biological levels. That’s why brands exists—and they derive their power from neuroscience.
With eye-opening science and fascinating real-world examples, neuroscientist Matt Johnson and marketer Prince Ghuman reveal
what companies don’t: how brands hack your psychology to drive your behavior. Their goal: to close the knowledge gap
between consumer and brand, to let you consume on your own terms.
Blindsight exposes the ways brands architect our behavior as consumers, from which president we choose to how our wine
tastes, by affecting our perceptions. It’ll change the way you view not just branding, but yourself, too.
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:
Sold to:

Science/Business
Glenn Yeffeth
Lisa Gallagher
UK & Translation
Final PDF
Ginkgo (Simpl. Chinese), Heliopolis Culture (Complex Chinese), Vivat (Ukrainian), Aripaev (Estonian),
Book21 Publishing (Korean), Hakuyo-Sha (Japanese), Ithaki (Turkish), B2S Company (Thai)

Matt Johnson, PhD is a professor at Hult International Business School, where his research focuses on the application
of neuroscience and psychology to marketing. He received his BA from UC San Diego, and his PhD in Cognitive
Psychology from Princeton University. A contributor to major news outlets including Forbes, Entrepreneur, Business
Insider, and VICE, he regularly provides expert opinion and thought leadership on a range of topics related to the
human side of business. He advises both start-ups and large brands in his native Bay Area, and has worked with Nike
as an expert-in-residence in Portland, Oregon.
Prince Ghuman’s journey into marketing started during his undergraduate studies at the University of California at
San Diego. His first startup, Potenza, was the first of its kind, a brand of caffeinated water. He went on to be the
founding head of marketing at BAP, one of the first digital automotive platforms and current leader in the automotive
e-commerce space. During his tenure at BAP, the company’s revenues outpaced expectations through the exponential
growth in web traffic and web sales, and BAP was named one of the fastest growing companies in America for three
consecutive years by Inc. Magazine. Most recently, he held dual roles as the US Director of Consumer Marketing and
the Global Director of B2B Marketing for OFX, a publicly-traded fintech company handling over $100B in
international payments. He was named one of the Shakers and Movers by the San Francisco Chronicle in December
2015. He is currently the professor of marketing, entrepreneurship and communications at Hult International Business School in San
Francisco, California.
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THE FUTURE YOU

Break Through the Fear and Build the Life You
Want
Brian David Johnson
Harper One, January 2021

Brian David Johnson, the former Chief Futurist of Intel, now
futurist consultant to the military, academia and major corporate entities,
presents THE FUTURE YOU (previously titled FUTURECASTING), a
strategic way of thinking: a pragmatic step-by-step approach for readers
to take in all aspects of their lives, empowering them with the realization
that they have control over their own future, even in uncertain times, sold
to Gideon Weil at Harper One at auction.
Imagining the future is Brian David Johnson’s job. He’s spent the last two
decades working as a futurist, first as the Chief Futurist at Intel, and now in high
demand as a futurist consultant to the military, academia and major corporate
entities. His world is not about predictions; this is a strategic way of thinking
called futurecasting: a step-by-step approach based on scientific and
sociological research.
Whenever Johnson speaks to a group, whether the military on issues of national security, or academics, schools or a commercial
entity, inevitably someone approaches him privately afterwards with an incredibly specific and personal question about their
own future. After many of these encounters, Johnson realized that in answering their specific questions he was using the same
skill set he used when futurecasting to advise the military about national security issues. That realization coupled with the fact
that people―not tech―are Johnson’s real passion, and the idea for THE FUTURE YOU was born.
Readers can dispel their fears and anxieties about what the future holds for them by learning how to futurecast. They will learn
that there are pragmatic steps they can take in all aspects of their lives, and they will be empowered by the realization that they
have control over their own future, even in uncertain times.
Johnson is the expert on this topic, and futurecasting is his life’s work.
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:
Sold to:

Nonfiction
Gideon Weil
Lisa Gallagher
Translation
Final PDF
Citic Press (Simplified Chinese), Prophet Press (Complex Chinese), Progress Guru (Czech), S.B.
Creative Corp (Japanese), ROK Media (Korea), Wydawnictwo MUZA S.A. (Polish), Ayakitap (Turkish)
Brian David Johnson is a rock star of the public speaking world. For the last several years he has
been represented by CAA, and averages 50 live speaking performances every year to audiences
ranging from 100 to 14,000. He is on the road nearly every week of the year, coast-to-coast. His
ongoing speaking schedule is a tremendous platform from which to sell THE FUTURE YOU, as well as
him being highly promotable, personable and gregarious, with an impressive media track record.

From 2009 to 2016, Johnson was Intel Corporation’s first-ever futurist. Currently, he is a professor of practice at Arizona State
University’s School for the Future of Innovation in Society, and a Futurist and Fellow at Frost & Sullivan, a visionary innovation
company that’s focused on growth. He also works with a broad range of groups including governments, militaries, academics,
non-profits, private industries, trade organizations, and startups to help them envision their future. Johnson has more than 40
patents, and he has been published in many consumer and trade publications, including The Wall Street Journal and Slate to IEEE
Computer and Successful Farming, and he appears regularly on Bloomberg TV, PBS, Fox News, and the Discovery Channel.
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NEVERLAND

A Fantasy Role-Playing Setting
Andrew Kolb
Andrews McMeel, October 2020

Mermaids, sword fights, and adventures through Neverland are all
fun and exciting—until you’re staring down the mouth of a
crocodile big enough to topple a castle. Journey into the world of
Peter Pan and its mysterious inhabitants in Neverland: A Fantasy
Role-Playing Setting.
EXPLORE THE ISLE OF MISCHIEF & MYSTERY
Many have heard of the island of Neverland. Stories of pirates, mermaids
and Peter Pan are told by parents around the world to send their
children off to a happy, dreaming sleep. But, it’s been a long time since
the Darlings first flew to Neverland and a new story is about to be told.
Your own.
Take a journey into the world of Peter Pan and its mysterious inhabitants
in Neverland: A Fantasy RPG Setting. The book is a feature-length hex crawl campaign, intended for sandbox exploration.
Created by Andrew Kolb, you’ll find endless adventure inside, lovingly adapted from the tales of Peter Pan and tailored for
an older audience. Each hex is self-contained, brimming with lore from Peter Pan and the Darlings’ escapades.
It’s time to tell your own stories of pirates, mermaids and children who can fly.
For use with the fifth edition of the world’s oldest role-playing game.
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Game Instruction
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Laurie Abkemeier
Translation
Final PDF

Andrew Kolb is an illustrator, artist, and designer. His first picture book, Edmund Unravels, was a Canadian
Children’s Book Centre Best Book for Kids. Kolb has received strong praise in publications such as Publishers
Weekly, Kirkus Reviews, and School Library Journal.
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THE ADDICTION
INOCULATION

Raising Healthy Kids in a Culture of Dependence
Jessica Lahey
Harper, April 2021

In this supportive, life-saving resource, the New York Times bestselling
author of The Gift of Failure helps parents and educators understand the
roots of substance abuse and identify who is most at risk for addiction, and
offers practical steps for prevention.
Jessica Lahey was born into a family with a long history of alcoholism and drug
abuse. Despite her desire to thwart her genetic legacy, she became an alcoholic
and didn’t find her way out until her early forties. Jessica has worked as a teacher
in substance abuse programs for teens, and was determined to inoculate her two
adolescent sons against their most dangerous inheritance. All children, regardless
of their genetics, are at some risk for substance abuse. According to the National
Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse, teen drug addiction is the nation’s largest preventable and costly health problem.
Despite the existence of proven preventive strategies, nine out of ten adults with substance use disorder report they began
drinking and taking drugs before age eighteen.
The Addiction Inoculation is a comprehensive resource parents and educators can use to prevent substance abuse in children.
Based on research in child welfare, psychology, substance abuse, and developmental neuroscience, this essential guide provides
evidence-based strategies and practical tools adults need to understand, support, and educate resilient, addiction-resistant
children. The guidelines are age-appropriate and actionable—from navigating a child’s risk for addiction, to interpreting signs of
early abuse, to advice for broaching difficult conversations with children.
The Addiction Inoculation is an empathetic, accessible resource for anyone who plays a vital role in children’s lives—parents,
teachers, coaches, or pediatricians—to help them raise kids who will grow up healthy, happy, and addiction-free.
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:
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Laurie Abkemeier
Translation
Page Proofs

Also available:
THE GIFT OF FAILURE (Harper 2015) sold to:
Short Books (UK), Vallardi (Italian), Business Books (Korean), Commonwealth (Compl. Chinese), Ediouro (Portuguese,
Brazil), Nefes (Turkish), GW Foksal (Polish), Editora Nova Frontiera (Portuguese), Harper Espanol (Spanish), Beijing
Zhengqing Culture (Simpl. Chinese), Jarir Bookstore (Arabic), Knigolove (Ukrainian), Samokat Publishing (Russian), Ping
Books (Vietnamese)
Jessica Lahey is a former English, Latin, and writing teacher who writes about education and parenting for the
New York Times and The Atlantic, among others. She has appeared on Today, MSNBC, Fox &
Friends, HuffPost Live, The Takeaway, and Radio Boston. www.jessicalahey.com
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Praise for THE ADDICTION INOCULATION
“The Addiction Inoculation is a vital look into best practices parenting. Writing as a teacher, a mother, and, as it happens, a
recovering alcoholic, Lahey's stance is so compassionate, her advice so smart, any and all parents will benefit from her hard-won
wisdom.”
—Peggy Orenstein, author of Girls & Sex and Boys & Sex
"Substance abuse is a complex topic but Lahey separates myth from reality in this deeply-researched resource for parents and
educators. As a therapist, I know I will be recommending her book to many families for years to come.”
—Lori Gottlieb, New York Times bestselling author of Maybe You Should Talk to Someone
“Hard and tremendously important conversations are at the core of The Addiction Inoculation. But thanks to Jessica Lahey’s wit,
compassion, and beautiful writing, reading it feels like having those conversations with your most entertaining friend who also
happens to be an expert in substance abuse research, education, and child development.”
—David Epstein, author of Range and The Sports Gene
"Take your blinders off and let the wise and beloved Jessica Lahey show you precisely how to protect your kids from the allure of
substance abuse. Rich with dialogue drawn from her personal and professional experience, Lahey demonstrates that constant
communication on this difficult subject fosters the strong trusting connections that will keep our kids safe. Compelling,
compassionate, and comprehensive, this is the definitive how-to on a topic we ignore at our peril.”
—Julie Lythcott-Haims, author of How to Raise an Adult
"This book is going to help a lot of people.”
—Jenny Lawson, author of Let’s Pretend This Never Happened and Furiously Happy
"Education and parenting journalist Lahey presents a memoir of—and research-backed guide to—negotiating the world of
substance abuse…. In this intimate, fruitful work, she opens with a candid account of her own alcoholism before moving on to an
explanation of the deleterious effects of alcohol and drugs on the developing brains of adolescents and young adults. Lahey’s
foray into neurobiology is shaped by peer-reviewed journals, so the science is solid, as are her emotional and behavioral insights
into mental health. In straightforward prose, the author documents the risks for the young, from ages approximately 10 to 24,
including differing triggers for males and females and protective measures that can be deployed to help contend with peer
pressure and other factors that may lead them to substance abuse.… Foundational advice to steer young adults away from the
urges and temptations that lead to substance abuse.”
—Kirkus Reviews
"Adolescents are biologically wired to seek out novelty and risk, and Lahey provides ways to capitalize on that reality in a
positive direction. Talking openly about family risk and banishing secrets and shame are some of the tools in the author’s arsenal
for fighting addiction. This book combines expertise with humble personal experience to show how modeling, believing in our
children, and valuing learning instead of accolades will go a long way toward preventing addiction.”
—Library Journal
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IN THE WAVES

My Quest to Solve the Mystery of a Civil War
Submarine
Rachel Lance
Dutton, April 2020 / paperback April 2021

First Serial in Smithsonian Magazine
Scientific American: Recommended Reading for April
An Amazon Best Book of 2020 (so far) in Science
An Amazon Best Book of the Month: History
Discover, May 2020 issue, “Great Science Books to Read During Quarantine"
Praise for IN THE WAVES:
"In the Waves is one part science book, one part historical narrative, one part memoir.
The author vividly describes the physics and physiology of explosions, shock waves
and asphyxiation, often addressing morbid topics with bemused detachment. . . . Just as
harrowing, and inspiring, is the depiction of the scientific process and its bracing danger
of death by a thousand cuts." —Wall Street Journal
“In this enthralling account based on extensive research and testing, the US Navy blast-injury specialist Rachel Lance solves the
mystery in convincing fashion and offers an important contribution to Civil War literature.” —James M. McPherson, author of
the Pulitzer Prize-winning Battle Cry of Freedom: The Civil War Era
“In the Waves is a thrilling expedition into one of the great unsolved mysteries of the Civil War. Harnessing the revelatory
wonders of the digital age and her own undersea expertise--along with gritty determination and persuasive powers—Rachel
Lance has delivered a mesmerizing tale of science, history, tragedy and adventure!” —Liza Mundy, author of Code Girls
“A page-turning tale of personal obsession to solve a great historical mystery frozen in time. Rachel Lance dives deep into an era
during the Civil War when combatants took almost unimaginable risks, then uses a thrilling combination of creativity, ingenuity,
and curiosity to answer questions long thought lost beneath the waves. A wonderful adventure told by that rarest of breeds--a
scientist who writes beautifully and won’t relent until she knows.” —Robert Kurson, author of Shadow Divers and Rocket
Men
“In the Waves draws the reader deep into a layered mystery, rich with explosive experimentation, Civil War history, and the
engaging personal narrative of a young scientist. As persuasive as she is passionate, Rachel Lance expertly unravels the tragedy
of the Hunley, complete with its scientific and historical context. Yet Lance’s book reveals more than torpedo blasts and shock
waves: it is an inspiring look at what is possible when devotion and science are joined” —Nathalia Holt, author of Rise of the
Rocket Girls: The Women Who Propelled Us from Missiles to the Moon to Mars
“Anyone who enjoys reading outstanding narrative nonfiction will absolutely love Rachel Lance’s In the Waves. Reading it is like
watching Sherlock Holmes investigate a murder mystery—if ‘Sherlock' were a woman, had to solve the mystery while battling
petty academic jealousies, and was an exquisite writer.… Lance weaves the stories and unravels the science and medical
hypotheses with engaging observations…. Anyone who can make science and senators not only interesting but also thrilling has
a gift, and this storytelling ‘Sherlock' also packs a genuine sense of humor.” —Gary Kinder, author of Ship of Gold in the Deep
Blue Sea
"When we brought the Hunley up in 2000, we were shattered with exhaustion and had put everything we had into prying
the Hunley from the mud of Charleston Harbor, but the recovery team assumed that the scientists and researchers who came
after us would bring the same passion to the science and the story of Hunley as we had. We were not wrong. Dr. Lance brings a
razor sharp mind and an equally sharp wit to the greatest remaining mystery of the Civil War: how and why did Hunley sink? Her
rigorous and highly accessible science, leavened with more than a few lovingly described characters and wry observations of
graduate student life makes In The Waves a compelling explanation and a rollicking good read!” —David L. Conlin, PhD, Hunley
Recovery Team Field Director
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“Rachel Lance’s In the Waves is a captivating magic trick of a book: part detective story, part scientific mystery, and part personal
essay on the challenges—and triumphs of—researching stubborn history. Lance weaves these threads with astonishing aplomb,
and the devastating denouement will haunt you long after you’ve turned the final page.” —Karen Abbott, author of The Ghosts
of Eden Park and Liar, Temptress, Soldier, Spy
"Lance deftly blends historical narrative and the unraveling of this scientific puzzle in a thoroughly accessible and entertaining
style.… This engaging investigative work will intrigue readers of Civil War and naval histories and sleuths of scientific puzzles.”
—Library Journal, Starred Review
"Surprising new facts about the first submarine to destroy an enemy ship.... Lance delivers a lively, if often technical, description
of the many experiments, models, calculations, and explosions.... An entertaining account of research that solved a historical
mystery.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Lance debuts with a thorough and persuasive account of her efforts to solve the mystery surrounding the February 1864
sinking of the Confederate submarine HL Hunley off the coast of South Carolina…. Lance offers a blow-by-blow account of ‘what
it took to work through the puzzle’ of the Hunley: recruiting colleagues with expertise in hyperbaric medicine, painstakingly
reassembling the ingredients of the Hunley’s torpedo, exploring the mechanics of how the device was delivered, and testing
through trial-and-error a theory that the crew perished in a shock wave. … She has a firm command of both the scientific and
historical subject matter and writes with flair. Her richly detailed account appears to definitively solve this Civil War–era
mystery." —Publishers Weekly
"Lance recounts her efforts to unravel the mystery in a lively, entertaining, novelistic style that carries the reader along with all
the verve of an Agatha Christie whodunnit—only this is a real-life 'whatdunnit.' In the Waves will work well for fans of mystery,
both historical and scientific.” —Booklist
How a determined scientist cracked the case of the first successful—and disastrous—submarine attack
On the night of February 17, 1864, the tiny Confederate submarine HL Hunley made its way toward the USS Housatonic just
outside Charleston harbor. Within a matter of hours, the Union ship’s stern was blown open in a spray of wood planks. The
explosion sank the ship, killing many of its crew. And the submarine, the first ever to be successful in combat, disappeared
without a trace.
For 131 years the eight-man crew of the HL Hunley lay in their watery graves, undiscovered. When finally raised, the narrow
metal vessel revealed a puzzling sight. There was no indication the blast had breached the hull, and all eight men were still
seated at their stations—frozen in time after more than a century. Why did it sink? Why did the men die? Archaeologists and
conservationists have been studying the boat and the remains for years, and now one woman has the answers.
In the Waves is much more than just a military perspective or a technical account. It’s also the story of Rachel Lance’s singleminded obsession spanning three years, the story of the extreme highs and lows in her quest to find all the puzzle pieces of
the Hunley. Balancing a gripping historical tale and original research with a personal story of professional and private
obstacles, In the Waves is an enthralling look at a unique part of the Civil War and the lengths one scientist will go to uncover its
secrets.
Category:
Editor:
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Translation
PDF & Finished Copies

Rachel Lance is a biomedical engineer and blast-injury specialist who works as a scientific researcher on military
diving projects at Duke University. Before returning to graduate school to earn her PhD, Dr. Lance spent several
years as an engineer for the United States Navy, working to build specialized underwater equipment for use by
navy divers, SEALs, and Marine Force Recon personnel. Her doctoral work presented the first equations to predict
the risk of injury and fatality from underwater explosions and has already received numerous international
citations. Dr. Lance lives with her husband in North Carolina.
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WHAT WE CARRY
A Memoir
Maya Shanbhag Lang

Dial Press, April 2020 / paperback April 2021

NYTBR Staff Picks/Editor’s Choice
One of Amazon’s Best Books of the Month:
Biography & Memoir
One of Parade’s Best Memoirs to Read This Year
Praise for WHAT WE CARRY:
“In exquisitely precise prose, Lang makes an argument that honesty is what’s truly
empowering… we see a relationship between mother and daughter that feels new
and tentative — because life changes so much every few years, bringing out
unseen sides to each of them.”
—The New York Times Book Review
"What We Carry is a profoundly moving memoir about secrets, trauma, and
what happens when, for reasons beyond anyone’s control, we can no longer get
what we need from those we love, or give them the things they most want from us.
In exquisite prose, Maya Shanbhag Lang writes about her extraordinary mother and the cruel circumstances that complicate
their relationship. At its heart, this is a book about one of the greatest gifts any parent can give a child: the power to save
yourself."
—Will Schwalbe, New York Times bestselling author of THE END OF YOUR LIFE BOOK CLUB and BOOKS FOR LIVING
"A dazzling, courageous memoir about the weight we carry as women, daughters, and mothers — and what happens
when we let go. Lang takes us deep into the heart of relationship with her mother, a brilliant psychiatrist and Indian immigrant
with long-buried secrets. After a health crisis brings mother and daughter under the same roof for the first time since childhood,
Lang grapples with new information about the parent she'd idolized, and realizes it's time to tell the story of her own life. What
We Carry is a love letter to everyone who has swum through turbulent water before reaching the shores of selfhood."
— Chloe Benjamin, New York Times bestselling author of The Immortalists
“An exquisite exploration of love--its boundlessness and its limitations--between a mother and daughter that makes us
examine the unknowability of who we are and the strength of our bonds with those who shape us. This story is so elegantly
told, and with such rawness and compassion. I fell madly in love with Maya and her complicated, indelible mother and could
not put this book down."
— Lori Gottlieb, New York Times bestselling author of Maybe You Should Talk to Someone
“Maya Shanbhag Lang thought she knew her capable physician-mother and her story. But when Alzheimer’s hit early, Lang
found herself adrift in a sea of unwelcome truths and ambiguous loss. In this searingly honest, beautifully written memoir,
Lang chronicles her journey as she revises her illusions of the past and becomes a larger-hearted, more accepting, and generous
version of herself. Anyone who has ever struggled with a fraught mother-daughter relationship will enjoy this book. Those who
face the ordeal of caregiving, with all its love, loss, and unexpected gifts, will be inspired.
My heart opened reading this extraordinary memoir.”
—Katy Butler, author of the New York Times bestseller Knocking on Heaven’s Door and The Art of Dying Well
“In WHAT WE CARRY, Maya Shanbhag Lang has created a gorgeous memoir about mothers, daughters, and the tenacity of the
love that grows between what is said and what is left unspoken.”
—Mira Jacob, author of Good Talk
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"What We Carry is a wise, tender, and unswervingly honest memoir that reads like a mystery. With emotional precision and
detective-like clarity, Maya Shanbhag Lang investigates the many ways in which we all participate in the often-painful mythology
of a family. As thrillingly, Lang's ultimate revelation is a hopeful one that reminds us we are stronger than we think."
—Christopher Castellani, author of Leading Men

“How do we really know the ones we love? Lang thought she knew her Indian immigrant mother through her stories, but
when her mother began to suffer with Alzheimer’s, profound truths and unsettling secrets began to emerge. What is so
remarkable about Lang’s book is that rather than losing her mother to a memory disease, she was given an opportunity to
come to terms with the exquisite ties that bind mother and daughter together. Truly, a gorgeous memoir.”
—Caroline Leavitt, New York Times bestselling author of Pictures of You, Is This Tomorrow and Cruel Beautiful
World
“Maya learns her brilliant physician mom has Alzheimer’s soon after she has a daughter herself. Caught between caring for
her mother -- consequently uncovering some family secrets—and her child, Maya writes in absolutely beautiful compelling
prose about what it means to be a daughter—and a mother —today.”
—Zibby Owens, Good Morning America’s “Mother's Day in quarantine: 10 books to send as gifts”
“A stirring memoir exploring the fraught relationships between mothers and daughters…astutely written and intense…will
strike a chord with readers.” —Publishers Weekly
“Readers interested in examining their own family stories, or those who experienced the struggles of new parenthood or
reversed parenting roles, will connect deeply with Lang’s beautiful memoir." —Library Journal, Starred Review
“Lang is an immediately affable and honest narrator who offers an intriguing blend of revelatory personal history and touching
insight about her mother’s illness.” —BookPage

If our family stories shape us, what happens when we learn those stories were never true?
Who do we become when we shed our illusions about the past?
Maya Shanbhag Lang grew up idolizing her brilliant mother, an accomplished physician who immigrated to the United
States from India and completed her residency all while raising her children and keeping a traditional Indian home. Maya’s
mother had always been a source of support—until Maya became a mother herself. Then the parent who had once been so
capable and attentive became suddenly and inexplicably unavailable. Struggling to understand this abrupt change while
raising her own young child, Maya searches for answers and soon learns that her mother is living with Alzheimer’s.
Unable to remember or keep track of the stories she once told her daughter—stories about her life in India, why she
immigrated, and her experience of motherhood—Maya’s mother divulges secrets about her past that force Maya to
reexamine their relationship. It becomes clear that Maya never really knew her mother, despite their close bond. Absorbing, moving, and raw, What We Carry is a memoir about mothers and daughters, lies and truths, receiving and giving care,
and how we cannot grow up until we fully understand the people who raised us. It is a beautiful examination of the weight
we shoulder as women and an exploration of how to finally set our burdens down.
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Maya Shanbhag Lang is the first-generation daughter of Indian immigrants. Her debut novel, The Sixteenth of June (Scribner),
was longlisted for the Center for Fiction First Novel Prize, featured in The Washington Post, The Philadelphia Inquirer, and In
Style, among others, and appeared on several "best of" lists. Lang received the 2017 Neil Shepard Prize in Fiction and previously
won the Bread Loaf-Rona Jaffe Foundation Scholarship in Fiction. She holds a PhD in Comparative Literature and lives in New
York.
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LEAD WITH WE

The Business Revolution that Will Save Our
Future
Simon Mainwaring
Matt Holt Books/BenBella, November 2021

Praise for Simon Mainwaring:
"Simon is an incredible leader and educator who has been successfully guiding
organizations to realize the business imperative around brand purpose and social
impact. His vast knowledge in this arena is unparalleled. I had personally been
following Simon for several years and was fortunate enough and honored to have
him keynote HBS Association of Boston’s 2020 Nonprofit Summit. His
stellar performance led him as a return guest speaker for our programs. We look
forward to working more closely with Simon in the future as he is energy,
foresight and leadership is exceptional."
—Christina E. Thirkell, Director of Strategic Programs & Initiatives, Harvard
Business School Association of Boston

Discover an urgent prescription for a new business paradigm—one that
better serves humanity and the planet.
The global coronavirus pandemic has thrown into stark relief how “business as usual” is no longer serving us. The
economic, business, and environmental models of the past do not reflect our current realities. And for our economy—for
us—to survive, we need nothing less than a seismic shift in the way we do business.
Enter Simon Mainwaring, New York Times-bestselling author and founder and CEO of We First. A decade ago, he showed
how business leaders and consumers could use social media to build a better world in We First. Now, after decades of
research and field experience at the vanguard of the world’s most successful brand revolutions, he provides in Lead With
We a blueprint for doing business better in today’s challenged world.
By leading with “we”—putting the collective above the individual, holding the sum above the parts, and emphasizing the
importance of the role that everyone plays—you can not only help solve the escalating challenges of today but also unlock
extraordinary growth for your business, and abundance on our planet.
Timely and compelling, this book’s message is simple: The future of profit is people’s purpose, aligned. Lead With We not
only examines why we must all conduct business differently in order to grow in today’s market, but provides the how—
concrete steps any reader, wherever they find themselves in the business hierarchy, can take toward success.
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:
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Matt Holt
Lisa Gallagher
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Proposal (Manuscript due April 2021)

WE FIRST (St. Martin’s Press, 2012), sold to:
Mann Ivanov and Ferber (Russian), Joongang Books (Korean), (Simplified Chinese), (Complex Chinese)
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Praise for WE FIRST:
“Social media--viral, borderless--is the perfect vehicle to promote "contributory consumerism," and Mainwaring has fascinating
suggestions for technological innovation and systemic change…the author's enthusiasm and evidence make an excellent (and
counterintuitive) case for big business's ability to make major strides in creating a more equitable world.” ―Publishers Weekly
“Offers clearly written and well-informed solutions…A must-read for those who want to understand and engage the power and
potential of social media to promote a healthier, more equitable world.” ―Kirkus Reviews
“Few understand the power of brands and consumers better than Simon Mainwaring. In We First he presents a truly compelling
vision of how to transform that power to the benefit of society and the good of capitalism.” ―Jeff Jarvis, author of What Would
Google Do? and New Media columnist for The Guardian
“We First lays out a movement to transform corporate America, providing plenty of food for thought for the business leaders of
today and tomorrow.” ―Tony Hsieh, New York Times bestselling author of Delivering Happiness and CEO of Zappos.com,
Inc.
“Simon is the new master of the 'three wins' - for your company, for you customers and for the planet. He shows us clearly that
companies that mean more actually make more, turning customers into their most important evangelists. Today, values count as
much as value, and Simon shows us how to find, foster and share the best of both.” ―Steve Hayden, Vice Chairman, Ogilvy &
Mather Worldwide
“We First is as prescient as it is visionary – a must read for marketers and consumers intent on creating a prosperous future for
all.” ―Rishad Tobaccowala, Chief Strategy and Innovation Officer for VivaKi, Publicis Groupe and author of Restoring the
Soul of Business

Simon Mainwaring is a branding consultant, author, blogger and speaker. A former Nike creative at Wieden & Kennedy,
Portland, and worldwide creative director for Motorola at Ogilvy, he is the founder and CEO of We First, a social branding
consultancy that helps brands and creative companies use social media to reinvent their industries and our world.
In 2011 Simon’s first book entitled We First was released. It presents a new vision for the practice of capitalism, the role of the
private sector, and for how brands and consumers use social media to build communities, profits and positive impact.
Simon has received over sixty international awards at the Cannes Advertising Festival, the One Show (U.S.) and the British
Design & Art Direction Awards, among others. He studied Law and Fine Arts (1st Class Honors) at Sydney University and lives in
Los Angeles. His website is www.wefirstbranding.com, he blogs at www.simonmainwaring.com and tweets @simonmainwaring
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TO HAVE AND TO HOLD

Motherhood, Marriage, and the Modern Dilemma
Dr. Molly Millwood
Harper Wave, March 2019

Praise for TO HAVE AND TO HOLD:
“TO HAVE AND TO HOLD speaks to so many women’s experiences of motherhood
and marriage and fits with the rising interest in and acceptance of attachment as a
framework for understanding close relationships... This book is exactly what I
would be looking for if I were a new mother.” —Dr. Sue Johnson, best-selling author of
Hold Me Tight
“Although there are books on what to expect during pregnancy, there are few resources
that address the major shifts that happen for moms once a family welcomes a new
baby. To Have and to Hold will be valuable for new parents and their families alike and will
provide reassuring validation for common yet rarely discussed challenges.” —Booklist,
Starred Review
"An intriguing perspective on the permanent physical and emotional changes a woman experiences after giving
birth......Informative, entertaining, and enlightening research and personal reflections on the multifaceted ways children change a
person forever." —Kirkus Reviews
“[A] compassionate book that affirms that emotional difficulties for new mothers are not anomalous but universal and can
extend well past the immediate postpartum period, with profound effects on their relationships with their spouses….”
—Publishers Weekly
A clinical psychologist’s exploration of the complexities of early motherhood, including its impact on a marriage, in a
book that offers comfort, camaraderie, and practical guidance to new mothers.
When Molly Millwood became a mother, she was fully prepared for all that she would gain: an adorable baby boy, hard-won
mothering skills, and a messy, chaotic, love-filled home. But she didn’t anticipate what she would lose: an identity, a baseline
level of happiness, a general sense of wellbeing. And just when she was feeling her most vulnerable, her happy marriage—long a
bedrock of stability and comfort—seemed to shift in unexpected ways too, tinged by anger and resentment.
Along with the arrival of a bundle of joy comes thorny issues such as identity, control, autonomy, and dependency. And these
issues are, most often, experienced within the context of an intimate relationship, adding another layer of complication, conflict,
and confusion to an already challenging time.
As Molly examines the inextricable link between women’s wellbeing as new mothers and the wellbeing of their relationships,
she offers information and guidance to help readers reclaim their identities and repair their relationships. A blend of personal
narrative, rigorous research, and stories from Molly’s clinical practice, TO HAVE AND TO HOLD provides a lifeline to new
mothers everywhere.
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Dr. Molly Millwood holds a Ph.D. in clinical psychology with advanced specialized training in marital therapy and intimate
relationships. After completing a post-doctoral fellowship at Stanford, Dr. Millwood joined the faculty of Saint Michael's College
in Vermont where she is now a tenured professor and clinical supervisor. Dr. Millwood is also a licensed psychologist in private
practice.
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THE GRIEVING BRAIN

How Our Neurons Map Love and Loss
Mary-Frances O’Connor
Harper One, March 2022

There is the initial pain of loss, and then there is the grieving. We have long assigned grief to the realm of nebulous emotions, but
we now know that the brain creates those emotions in response to many outside factors. Neuroscientist Mary-Frances O’Connor
has been studying the effects of grief on the brain and body for more than twenty years, and the clues she has found as to how
we cope with loss turn out to be rooted in how we fall in love. In THE GRIEVING BRAIN, she explores this new territory and
explains what happens inside the brain when we become attached to another and then lose that loved one—and why it can be so
difficult to imagine a future without them. (Hint: Sometimes the brain leads us to believe the death is just not true.)
For readers of popular science such as Bessel van der Kolk’s The Body Keeps the Score and Lisa Feldman Barrett’s How Emotions
Are Made, as well as Joan Didion’s memoir of loss, The Year of Magical Thinking, THE GRIEVING BRAIN offers remarkable insight
into the inner workings of our minds and the evolution of grief. O’Connor's explanation of the brain’s reaction to loss is an
inspiring look at love. And her discovery, that we should think of grief as a form of learning, is a bold new perspective on a
timeless struggle.
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
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Popular Science
Shannon Welch
Laurie Abkemeier
Translation
Proposal (Final Manuscript expected Spring 2021)
Hakgojae Publishers (Korean)

Mary-Frances O’Connor is the award-winning director of the Grief, Loss and Social Stress (GLASS) Lab, and an
associate professor of psychology at the University of Arizona. She earned her degrees in psychology from
Northwestern and in clinical psychology from the University of Arizona, and she completed her clinical training
at the UCLA Neuropsychiatric Institute and Hospital and her post-doctoral fellowship at the Cousins Center for
Psychoneuroimmunology at the UCLA Semel Institute for Neuroscience and Human Behavior. In 2017, she
received the American Psychosomatic Society’s 75th Anniversary Award, given in recognition of her important
career contributions in the field of mind-body medicine. She has previously appeared on NPR’s Morning
Edition and Good Morning Tucson, and has been featured in the New York Times and Psychology Today, among
many others.
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AFTERSHOCKS
Nadia Owusu

Simon & Schuster, January 2021

*Winner of the 2019 Whiting Award in Nonfiction*
Featured on Entertainment Weekly's Buzz Panel
An Amazon Best Book of January 2021
A New York Times Editors’ Choice
A Most-Anticipated US Selection by:
* The New York Times * Vogue * Time * Entertainment Weekly * Oprah *
Minneapolis Star Tribune * Electric Literature * GoodReads * Refinery29 *
HelloGiggles * TimeOut.com * Millions * LitHub * PopSugar *
A 2021 UK Highlight in:
* Elle * Red * Cosmopolitan * The Guardian * Bookseller UK * Evening Standard *
STYLIST * A Foyles Featured Debut Book * A Waterstones Best Book of February *
In the tradition of The Glass Castle, a deeply felt memoir from Whiting Award–winner Nadia Owusu about the push and
pull of belonging, the seismic emotional toll of family secrets, and the heart it takes to pull through.
Young Nadia Owusu followed her father, a United Nations official, from Europe to Africa and back again. Just as she and her
family settled into a new home, her father would tell them it was time to say their goodbyes. The instability wrought by Nadia’s
nomadic childhood was deepened by family secrets and fractures, both lived and inherited. Her Armenian American mother,
who abandoned Nadia when she was two, would periodically reappear, only to vanish again. Her father, a Ghanaian, the great
hero of her life, died when she was thirteen. After his passing, Nadia’s stepmother weighed her down with a revelation that was
either a bombshell secret or a lie, rife with shaming innuendo.
With these and other ruptures, Nadia arrived in New York as a young woman feeling stateless, motherless, and uncertain about
her future, yet eager to find her own identity. What followed, however, were periods of depression in which she struggled to
hold herself and her siblings together.
Aftershocks is the way she hauled herself from the wreckage of her life’s perpetual quaking, the means by which she has finally
come to understand that the only ground firm enough to count on is the one written into existence by her own hand.
Heralding a dazzling new writer, Aftershocks joins the likes of Don’t Let’s Go to the Dogs Tonight and William Styron’s Darkness
Visible, and does for race identity what Maggie Nelson does for gender identity in The Argonauts.
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:
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Memoir
Dawn Davis (originally acquired by Ira Silverberg)
Meredith Kaffel Simonoff
UK & Translation
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Sceptre (UK), Signatuur (Dutch), Modernista (Swedish)

Nadia Owusu is a Brooklyn-based writer and urban planner. Her lyric essay chapbook, So Devilish a Fire, was a
winner of the TAR chapbook series and was published in 2019. Nadia grew up in Rome, Addis Ababa, Kampala,
Dar-es-Salaam, Kumasi, and London. By day, she leads research and racial equity at Living Cities, an economic
racial justice organization. Her writing has appeared or is forthcoming in The New York Times, LUMINA, The
Literary Review, Catapult, The Cossack Review, Columbia Journal, Assignment, The Rumpus, and the Bennington
Review. She is a graduate of Pace University, Hunter College, and the Mountainview MFA program where she
now teaches and where she won the Robert J. Begeibing Prize for exceptional work.
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Praise for AFTERSHOCKS
“A gorgeous and unsettling memoir of Owusu’s own peripatetic childhood, along with the bewilderment and breakdown that
came after.”
—The New York Times
“Earthquakes are a metaphor for psychological struggles, family ruptures, and centuries of diasporic and colonial history in this
ambitious memoir.”
—The New Yorker, ‘Briefly Noted’
“In her enthralling memoir, Whiting Award–winner Owusu assesses the impact of key events in her life via the metaphor of
earthquakes…. Readers will be moved by this well-wrought memoir.”
—Publishers Weekly
“Aftershocks is a stunning, visceral book about the ways that our stories—of loss, of love, of borders—leave permanent marks on
our bodies and minds.”
—Booklist
“Engrossing…an impressive debut memoir. [Owusu is] a promising writer."
—Kirkus Reviews
“Striking.”
—Vogue
“A powerful memoir.”
—People
“Nadia Owusu’s ‘Aftershocks’ is a moving tale of identity, loss and finding home…. Full of narrative risk and untrammeled
lyricism, it fulfills the grieving author’s directive to herself: to construct a story that reconstructs her world.”
—The Washington Post
“Owusu writes poignantly about belonging and assimilation.”
—The New York Times Book Review
“It takes a skillful hand to weave complex concepts so seamlessly into a narrative, and Owusu executes this masterfully….
In Aftershocks: A Memoir, her first book, you will journey across countries, hear numerous languages, and feel how deep a loss
can go.”
—Los Angeles Review of Books
“In a literary landscape rich with diaspora memoirs, Owusu’s painful yet radiant story rises to the forefront. The daughter of an
Armenian-American mother who abandoned her and a heroic Ghanaian father who died when she was thirteen, Nadia drifted
across continents in a trek that she renders here with poetic, indelible prose.”
—Oprah Magazine, Most Anticipated Books of 2021
“This earth-shattering memoir uses the aftershock — both literal and metaphorical — as a framing device and inspiration.
Owusu explores the geopolitical, geological, and psychological traumas that have marked her young life, from moving between
countries across Africa and Europe as the daughter of a United Nations employee to her estrangement from her mother and her
father's eventual death, as well as living through a civil war in Ethiopia and the 9/11 attacks (to name a few!).”
—Entertainment Weekly
“An engaging and reflective new memoir focused on universal themes of home, abandonment, identity and autonomy.”
—Ms. Magazine
“In this brave story of rupture and resilience, Owusu explores the ways trauma and history reverberate across generations.”
—Vulture, Most Anticipated Books of January 2021
“A lyrical and tough memoir… well-wrought, often powerful.”
—NPR
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“Aftershocks is an intimate work told in an imaginative style, with the events that shaped its author rippling throughout her
nonlinear story. The structure mimics the all-consuming effect that a moment—a personal earthquake—can have on a life.”
—BookPage
“This extraordinary memoir is a seismic tale of unravelling her sense of self from a tangle of different languages and homelands.
Owusu is a writer to watch.”
—Bookseller (UK), Editor’s Choice
"'I have lived in disaster, and disaster has lived in me,' writes one of the literary world's most promising new voices, Nadia
Owusu, in this astonishing memoir. After her mother left and her father died, Owusu became a woman of many homelands and
identities: she grew up in many countries including Tanzania, Ethiopia, Ghana, Uganda, Italy, and the UK. [Aftershocks] is
Owusu's account of hauling herself out of the wreckage; an intimate look behind the division of today's world."
—Red (UK), a 2021 Highlight
“A descendant of Ashanti royalty recounts growing up without a mother, travelling from country to country and feeling an
absence of home – her experience told through the metaphor of earthquakes.”
—The Guardian (UK), a 2021 Literary Highlight
“Nadia Owusu has lived multiple lives. And each has demanded much of her. She has met and surpassed those demands with her
memoir, Aftershocks. Owusu is half-Armenian, half-Ghanaian; socially privileged and psychologically wounded. She spends her
life moving between Europe, Africa and New York, reeling from her mother’s desertion and her father’s death. Her task and
burden are threefold: to chronicle the historical wounds and legacies of each country; to chart her own descent into grief, mania
and madness; to begin the work of emotional reconstruction. She does so with unerring honesty and in prose that is both
rigorous and luminous.”
—Margo Jefferson, author of Negroland: A Memoir, winner of the National Book Critcs Circle Award
“Nadia Owusu's Aftershocks bleeds honesty. It is a majestically rendered telling of all the history, hurt and love a body can
contain. A wonderful work of art made of so many stories and histories it is bursting with both harshness and perseverance. An
incredible debut.”
—Nana Kwame Adjei-Brenyah, author of NYT bestseller Friday Black
“Aftershocks is a triptych feat of style: the lucid language, the masterful handling of time, the brilliance of its seismic theme. It’s
also an astute exploration of the long legacy of colonialism. Owusu is a product of that political and cultural collision, and one of
the great gifts of this compelling memoir is the moving narrative of her reconciling that identity. And if that weren’t
enough, Aftershocks is an indelible portrait of Owusu’s resilience in the face of almost unfathomable familial trauma as well as
her immortal love for her father.”
—Mitchell S. Jackson, Survival Math
“Aftershocks is more than just a book—it is delicate, intricate choreography. This memoir is a testimony to how certain books
and writers can tell you their story in a way that mirrors your own. Even if the facts of that story are different, the emotion is
familiar. Owusu is that writer. She has created a book full of shared emotional memories and I wanted to sit in those memories
with her for as long as I could. Nadia Owusu is powerful, beautiful, poetic, and Aftershocks is a testimony to her commitment to
constructing towering, lovingly-rendered sentences. Quite simply, Aftershocks is one of the most beautiful books I have ever
read.”
—Bassey Ikpi, New York Times bestselling author of I'm Lying but I'm Telling the Truth
"A white-hot interrogation of the stories we carry in our bodies and the power they have to tear us apart. Owusu illuminates the
blood and bones wrought by our borders and teaches us the necessity of owning our narratives when personal and collective
histories have been shattered by violence.”
—Jessica Andrews, author of Saltwater
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THE WAGES OF PASSION

Why Markets Prize Disinterested Behavior
Krzysztof Pelc
Bloomsbury UK, Spring 2022

The global pandemic has served to confirm the depths of our economic inequality, and rarely have doubts about the
assumptions of capitalism been so prevalent: as the vaccine rolls out and Covid starts to retreat, we will still be in the grip
of a global economic crisis. The upside is that some of the best new thinking and probing of societal goals have come about
in the midst of hard times (John Maynard Keynes was at his most visionary just as the world was sliding into the Great
Depression).
At a time when people are questioning our assumptions about the free market, The Wages of Passion upends how we relate
to capitalism. It does so not by naively rejecting the market itself, but by consigning it to its original function: as a tool of
human development, rather than as an end in itself. Pelc’s argument is that disinterest pays: in the age of self-interest, the
world belongs to the credibly disinterested, and the idols of our market-driven age are its most committed dissidents,
convincing others that they are pursuing their passion rather than their own self-interest. Can we reap the fruits of
disinterest as individuals? And can societal arrangements or political institutions increase society’s share of the fruits of
disinterested activity? The answer to both questions is yes, but the potential transformation of the individual depends
upon necessary social reforms.

Pelc recently won first prize in a global essay competition co-sponsored by the Financial Times to celebrate the
bicentenary of The Political Economy Club (founded in London in 1821 by James Mill, father of John Stuart Mill).
The prize committee is made up of Professor Lord Skidelsky of Warwick University (the major Keynes
biographer), Peter Oppenheimer of Christ Church College, Oxford and Martin Wolf, chief economics commentator
of the Financial Times.
Pelc’s entry is based on his ideas in THE WAGES OF PASSION and the essay will be published in the FT at a date to
be announced.
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[still in acquisition process]
Lisa Gallagher
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Bloomsbury UK

Krzysztof Pelc is a William Dawson Associate Professor in Political Science at McGill University; he
previously held positions at NYU and Princeton after receiving his PhD at Georgetown. Born in Warsaw,
Pelc grew up in Quebec and has lived in Montreal since 2010. He speaks four languages: Polish, French,
English, and Italian. He also writes fiction, and won the 2019 CBC Short Story Prize, Canada’s most
prestigious short story prize, for his story “Green Velvet”. He is a regular contributor to publications
including the Washington Post and he appears on television, radio and podcasts in both English and
French to speak about current affairs.
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WHAT IS A DOG?
A Memoir
Chloe Shaw

Flatiron Books, July 2021
Praise for WHAT IS A DOG?
"This is a book for anyone who has ever loved a dog." ―John Irving
"A beautifully written book with insights about dogs, life, and living
fully." ―Lynne Cox, author of Swimming In The Sink: Episode of the Heart
"In What Is A Dog?, Shaw deftly captures how the deepest parts of our humanity
are revealed in the company of our four-legged friends."
—Lee Montgomery, author of the award-winning memoir The Things
Between Us and contributor to the anthology WOOF: Writers on Dogs

On the heels of her family’s beloved dog’s death, one woman returns to
the canines of her past in order to imagine the human she must
become in the future.
Chloe Shaw is in a dog house of her own choosing. A married mother with
kids, the death of Booker, her children’s first family pet, has left her reeling
and reckoning with her lifelong relationship with dogs. Unable to shake the feeling a year later, she asks her family for
some time alone to be with nothing but her thoughts and remaining canines, Otter and Safari—only to find the dogs of her
past pawing at her every memory and running, sticks in mouths, back into her life.
What follows is a meditation on one woman’s life in dog years. Since she was a child, Shaw had learned to escape the
hardest parts of being human by immersing herself in the lives of her canine companions, an adaptive attachment that
carried her to adulthood. Yet, in marriage and motherhood, Shaw finds herself facing her most human struggles yet. Her
old ways of “being” the dog in the face of hardship prove destructive, and it’s not until she’s able to love herself and let the
dogs be dogs that can she truly thrive as a person, and show up for the family who needs her to be their person.
With artful prose and a philosophical touch, Shaw takes us on an emotional journey dog lovers everywhere will connect
with—because as she discovers, dogs do more than just make our lives better—they quietly (and sometimes loudly) pull
us boldly toward the person we were always meant to be.
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Chloe Shaw lives in Connecticut with her husband, two kids, two cats, and two dogs. What is a Dog? is her
literary debut.
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HUMANS

Brandon Stanton
St. Martins, October 2020
*Instant #1 New York Times Bestseller*
Debuted at #1 and remained on the list for 12 weeks
From the author of the New York Times bestselling
HUMANS OF NEW YORK and HUMANS OF NEW YORK: STORIES
Praise for HUMANS:
“Stanton composes a beautiful love letter to humanity in this moving compilation
of his work…. Stanton’s skill at putting people at ease comes through in the
spontaneity of the images, as well as in the stories they share with him. It’s an
outstanding survey, and each new image reveals something unique about the
human condition.”
―Publishers Weekly, Starred Review
“Just when we need it, ‘Humans’ reminds us what it means to be human.”
―Washington Post
“Stanton, known for his iconic Humans of New York, now turns an eye toward the rest of the world, spanning 40 countries from
Moscow to Medellín, with profound interviews and signature stunning photography.”
―Newsweek, “25 Must-Read Fall Fiction and Nonfiction Books to Escape the Chaos of 2020”
“A lovely, sometimes challenging testament to the universality of human nature.”
―Kirkus, Starred Review
“Readers will be drawn into the rich photographs (full-color in the finished version) and the souls of the storytellers …. Humans
of all ages will enjoy leafing through this book and relating to global experiences that unite us.”
―Booklist

Four years, and over forty countries in the making… Brandon Stanton, author of the mega-sellers HUMANS OF NEW
YORK and HUMANS OF NEW YORK: STORIES, both #1 New York Times bestsellers, finally takes his trademark art of
photography and personal interviews across the world, to give us a personal and insightful view of humanity in all its
shapes and wonders. Sometimes troubling and heartbreaking, often warm and inspiring, this book will move its readers
with emotions as broad and varied as humanity itself. The interviews in this book took place in England, Italy, Germany,
Ireland, India, Pakistan, Iran, the Netherlands, China, Iraq, Mexico, Vietnam, South Africa, Israel, the Ukraine, Spain, Canada,
France, Rwanda, Uganda, South Korea, Japan, and dozens of other countries.
HUMANS OF NEW YORK, the web phenomenon that started it all, currently has close to thirty million followers on
Facebook and Instagram.
With over 400 pages of lavish full-color photography, in a beautiful oversized design to match the previous books by the
author, this book will not only be treasured by the existing fans of HONY, who have purchased over 2 million copies of the
prior books—it will find new fans in countries around the world who will finally find themselves and their cultures
represented in HUMANS OF NEW YORK fashion.
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Praise for HUMANS OF NEW YORK:
“An instant publishing phenomenon.” ―The New York Times
“Visually arresting and disarmingly deep... Stanton's interviews with his subjects, usually excerpted from their rawest moments, that
are the most captivating as they highlight both the hardship and the little victories of an often-unforgiving city.” ―The Atlantic
“There's no judgment, just observation and in many cases reverence, making for an inspiring reading and visual experience.”
―Publishers Weekly, Starred Review
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HUMANS OF NEW YORK: Stories Sold to: Pan Macmillan (UK), Macmillan Australia (ANZ), Riva (German), Pegasus (Turkish),
Mono (Thai), Alpha (Simpl. Chinese), SQN (Polish)
HUMANS OF NEW YORK Sold to: Pan Macmillan (UK), Hyundaemunhak (Korean), Alpha (Simpl. Chinese), National Geographic
(German), SQN (Polish), Mono (Thai), Pegasus (Turkish), Hyundaemunhak (Korean)

BRANDON STANTON started “Humans of New York” in the summer of 2010. Over the course of nine years, HONY has built a
devoted following of close to thirty million fans on several social media platforms. He has
appeared on Ellen, Good Morning America, Nightline, MSNBC, CNN, has been featured in The New
York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Los Angeles Times, Huffington Post, Mashable, and
dozens of other media venues. He has also been named a ‘person of the week’ on the ABC Evening
News with Diane Sawyer, and a Time Magazine “30 Under 30 Who are Changing the World,” and
has photographed President Obama in the Oval Office. He has used the storytelling power of his
site to raise over twenty million dollars for several life-changing altruistic purposes. In 2017, he
expanded his project into longform video with the launch of HUMANS OF NEW YORK: THE SERIES
on Facebook Watch.
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MY LIFE IN PLANTS
Flowers I’ve Loved, Herbs I’ve Grown, and
Houseplants I’ve Killed on the Way to Finding
Myself
Katie Vaz
Andrews McMeel Publishing, September 2020

Advance Praise for MY LIFE IN PLANTS:
"I loved this beautifully illustrated memoir, a deeply personal remembrance
about the navigation into adulthood and the plants along the way. It's
engaging and touching for plant lovers and humans alike. As someone who
also finds joy in watching things grow, I found each vignette touching and
relatable.”
—Lori Roberts, author of A Life of Gratitude

Like Irene Beckerman in her bestselling classic Love, Loss and What I
Wore (Algonquin, 1995), Katie tells us the story of her life through the flowers
and plants that bore witness to important lessons, personal victories, and sometimes devastating grief.
From the green onions she munched on with her grandfather in his garden and the crab apple tree she and her sister planted for
their mother on Mother’s Day, to the African violet that kept her company in Germany during grad school and the sunflower that
reminds her some things only look pretty from a distance—every plant has been part of Katie’s journey to adulthood. Each bit of
greenery in her past is a touchpoint for a memory. When her father suddenly passes away, the moment is captured in the
patriotic display of carnations at his funeral. When she finally marries her husband, a wild and unruly bouquet reminds her that
life can be magical and beautiful in its own way.
With the growing obsession millennials have with plants, there is a sizable audience for her relatable story—humorous and
poignant in equal measure.
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Patty Rice
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PDF/Finished Copies
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ALSO AVAILABLE:
THE ESCAPE MANUAL FOR INTROVERTS, Andrews McMeel 2019 / Sold to Thinkingdom Media (Simpl. Chinese)
MAKE YOURSELF COZY, Andrews McMeel 2018
Katie Vaz is an illustrated gift book author and artist who has always loved plants. Many of the thousands of
pieces of artwork she has sold through her Etsy shop have featured plants and flowers. Katie also works as a
freelance illustrator and graphic designer on a variety of branding, illustration, web design, print, and packaging
projects. Katie is particularly bad at talking about her feelings, so she creates art that can do it for her. She is
based in Endicott, New York.
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A Memoir of Sex and Dating After a
Marriage Ends
Laura Friedman Williams
Borough Press UK, June 2021

If you’d told 46-year old Laura Friedman Williams that in a few years she’d
be having some of the best sex of her life with men who were not her
husband, she’d have laughed in your face.
She was a happily married stay-home mother with three children and
plans to grow old with her husband. Sure, their sex had become a little
formulaic, and yes, their life together mostly revolved around their kids,
but whose doesn’t?
Then came the shocking, utterly clichéd discovery of his affair.
Five months of emotional turmoil later, Laura found herself single for the
first time in 27 years and with two choices: to eke out her existence, or
reinvent herself. A little encouragement from her friends and one
astonishing one-night stand later, she realized that she had a sexual
appetite she’d never explored, and that being a mother didn’t mean she had
to ignore it. She could be independent, a good mother, and have a great sex life all at the same time… couldn’t she?
From G-spots to bald spots, dirty talk to dating fiascos, Available is the unflinchingly honest, empowering, and humorous true
story of a life turned downside up.
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:

Memoir
Ore Agbaje-Williams
Caryn Karmatz Rudy
Translation
Manuscript

Laura Williams is a former sub rights manager, scout and literary agent, and current PTA mom. She lives with her three
children in Manhattan and is, at present, happily dating #6.
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TALK WITH HER
A Dad’s Essential Guide to Raising Empowered Girls
Kimberly Wolf
Penguin Life, May 2022

As an entrepreneur launching a girls’ health and wellness company, Kimberly Wolf found herself talking to many high-powered
male investors, creatives, and advisors. But what they wanted to talk about took her by surprise. They all wanted to ask
questions about their teenage daughters—what they should say to them, what they should do for them, or whether they should
step aside and leave it to mom (or just wait it out).
Wolf realized dads needed real guidance, and that she could help. Daughters who have healthy communication with their dads
are known to have more a more positive sense of self, better nutritional habits, and more successful careers. In TALK WITH HER,
she gives dads a toolbox filled with insights into girlhood, proven communication methods, and anecdotes and advice based on
interviews with more than 100 dads and daughters. More importantly, she offers straight talk about what teenage girls are
going through and dozens of actionable strategies and scripts to help dads get through to their girls even if their girls won’t
give them the time of day. It all adds up to a framework that will give dads the confidence they need to communicate with their
daughters and raise empowered women.

Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:

Parenting
Elda Rotor
Laurie Abkemeier
Translation
Proposal (Final Manuscript expected March 2021)

Kimberly Wolf is a wellness educator and the founder of Girlmentum Labs, a web-based educational media
consulting company supporting girls’ health and wellness. She is a graduate of Brown (BA, 2006,
women’s studies) and Harvard (M.Ed., 2009, human development and psychology) where she worked closely
with Richard Weissbourd, director of Human Development & Psychology Program.
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AROUND THE WORLD IN 60
SECONDS
The Nas Daily Journey―1,000 Days. 64
Countries. 1 Beautiful Planet.
Nuseir Yassin
HarperOne, November 2019

For all the readers who loved HUMANS OF NEW YORK, AROUND
THE WORLD IN 60 SECONDS brings the world a little closer.
60 seconds.
That’s how long it takes to dispel stereotypes in Mexico. Throw a
house party for strangers in Israel. Change perspectives in Nebraska.
Make friends in Japan. And connect millions of people all over the
world.
In 2016, Nuseir Yassin quit his job to travel for 1,000 consecutive days. But instead of the usual tourist traps, Nas set out to
meet real people, see the places they call home, and discover what unites all of us living on this beautiful planet—from
villages in Africa and slums in India, to the high-rises of Singapore and the deserts of Australia. While he journeyed from
country to country, Nas uploaded a single 60-second video per day for his Nas Daily Facebook following to highlight the
amazing, terrifying, inspiring and downright surprising sh*t happening all over the world. Thirteen million followers later,
Nas Daily has become the most immersive travel experience ever captured, and finally shows us what we’ve all been
looking for: each other.
AROUND THE WORLD IN 60 SECONDS is Nas’ surprising, moving, and totally unpredictable 1,000-day world tour in book
form. At times a striking portrait of the most uncharted places in the world, at others a touching exploration of the human
heart, this collection of life-affirming stories and breathtaking photographs changes how we think about humanity and
invites us all on a journey to see the world, and each other, anew.
Category:
Editor:
Agent:
DeFiore & Co. Controls:
Material:
Sold to:

Illustrated
Libby Edelson
Brian DeFiore
UK & Translation
Finished Copies
Riva Verlag (Germany), Lifestyle Publishing (Romanian), Penerbit BIP (Indonesian), Tre Publishing
House (Vietnamese), Preview Books Lingopros (Korean), Taro Jiro Sha Editus (Japanese)

Nuseir Yassin, 26, is a Palestinian-Israeli-American graduate of Harvard University, with a degree in Economics. He is the
creator and star of Nas Daily, a Facebook-based travel series that has broadcast one video per day, every day, worldwide, since
April 10, 2016, garnering more than 1.5 billion views. All of Nas’ videos with the amazing comments can be seen at Nas Daily on
Facebook. You can also find a full archive of the videos at https://nasdaily.com/videos
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